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Council was in a generous 
mood at  thel_r egular meeting 
Monday night and authorized 
several expenditures due to. 
please those involved. After a 
brief discussion of the Chamber 
of Commerce's bill for 
promotienal dvertislng in the 
magazine "Trade -and 
Commerce", Counell voted to 
reimburse the Chamber the 
$420.00. It was decided that the 
Chamber of Commerce had 
been a victim of a fast talking 
salesman and+ the whole 
problem of hudgeting had been 
simply a matter of 
misunderstanding between the 
Distriet of Terrace and the 
Chamber. 
Recreat ion  commission 
chairman Edna Cooper moved 
that the softball team who had, 
done extensive, work at 
Riverside Park be paid $405.00 
for the pouring of cemen~ en the 
backstop. Council+ agreed. 
A bil l  from Kalum Electric 
was read in which.'it was 
suggested that the District pay 
half the cost of installing the 
sidewalk en Park Avenue next 
to Kalum Electric. Alderman 
J ohnstone ,  in  vo ie ing  h i s  
representative . to,, the 
convention ofthe Northern B.C. 
Construction AssOciation "in 
January. .Alderman 
MacDonald felt that in view of 
the fact that extensive huilding 
projects.are in the works for 
Terrace, much could be gained 
from the meeting. 
A bigger Library? 
A letter from +the Terrace 
Library Associatton #;as read in 
which, it was suggested that 
council approve plans for an 
extension of the lihrary facilit- 
ies. ~ The lettei" was referred to" 
the building and finance 
committees for further stud~,. 
The  city of •'Prince Rupert 
• asked the District of Terrace if 
they would eon~ibute to the 
cost. of a research, project 
involving the dif ference in 
prices between Prince' Rupert 
. and Vancouver, Alderman Clfft 
said that he felt the study would 
he useless to Terrace, as it is too 
early to suggest that the price of 
consumer goodsin Terrace is 
out ofHne. He went on to say  
that Terrace has better prices 
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' the.city Of PrineeRupert and 
read at  council dealt ~ith the 
early upgrading of the Ye- 
llowhead "Highwdy between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
Council voted to send a letter of 
support with Rupert's letter to 
Wesley -Black, Provincial 
Highways Minister, and copies 
of the-same to MLA"Dudley 
Little, Mr. Fred Weber, of the 
Yellowhead association and Mr, 
Murray, MLA for the. Rupert 
area, " 
Perhaps the biggest issue 
brought up at Council was the 
decision to go ahead With the by- 
law that -approves . the 
application ofa loan for $320,000+ 
for the proposed community 
centre. The new centre is on it's 
way, and all ~at  remains is the 
planning.. Architects have 
finished their plans and will 
sent sketehee and a model of 
e multi-parpo.s, e .building to 
members of "council at a 
luncheon meeting today. Mayor 
- Jolllffe said that the public can 
view the model and  present 
Among "tears and  cheers  the - three  
F rench  Cand ian  g i r l s  f rom R imousk i  
Quebec  le f t  Ter race  Tuesday  on  the 
t ra in .  JoAnn Cote, Joce lyn  Morneau 
and  Dan ie l le  Mor in  who have  been 
a t tend in~ school  here  s ince  September  " 
are  g lad  to be re turn ing  home for  
Chr i s tmas  but  wish they could  re turn  
to Ter race  a f ter  that .  
"We have  made .many f r iends  and-we 
don ' t  want  to go" ,  sa id  JoAnne.  
Joee lyn ,  rvlm comes  f rom a tam,y  ox lZ 
~d she had a box and a ha l f  of g i f ts  
take back ~th  her.  
The g i r l s  were  presented  w i th  a bot t le  
.of w ine  .by one  of the i r  f r iends .  
than theothere i t iesc lusehy '  their  comments  oznetime.alter" NDP Bar re t t  b las ts  Proposed route for oil and in general our merchants W dnesdayr He f els that. 
approval, stated that the are fair. Council voted to reply though no referendum was 
municipality shouldconcurat in thetet ter toPr inceRupert  .presented to the people ~ C  e d b i g  bu mes  sing fishermen anytime the condition' of city that the District of Terrace was concerning the plans for the 
streets "were improved at half not interested at this time. . centre, the people ~essed r s s " '  J '  ~I I + 
Highways and Community their preferences in the election 
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• .~  • 1 1 - / " r~ l  1 dinner and a meeting to explore something aeeomplished at the ~Vsather|mdhazardouswaters member union+opp oses the w isernot to , "Mr . J~sa id~ 
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Ra Williston Minister o f  Distrlct,of Terrace ~ : , " equipment g " " le  to land,  at .  the As an example •he' cited the. ' ~' " • t pipeline.- . . . .  . . . . . .  ` " " q re was unab . . , . . . . .  + . . . . . . . .  80.1ms mnles .from Valdez, he 
Lands, Forest and Water, 3215 Eby =Street _ . . .  M,~tt~deg~hi~nlYfnnour~l~m~i Terrace-Kitimat!airport...He r cent press release from the DpA. .~m~m~t,  southerntormmusofapropo.sed The union officials have been 
touring+ the U,S. 
" " • . Ma or V C G streets ano. see  ' " . . . . . .  ;+ . . . .  who " " " : for their mmpnign.  " . ,  : recent layoff at Coleel and the ATTENTION, Y ' " ' Imve bee issued But tha;[ dinner and conference which sympathy~for the m mers. r ~ l V ~  transpar,t heoilto refmenes m November to drum+up support 
meetirlg with the Mayor,. and Jolliffe. dossn't help the streets get~tl was held at Gim s Restaurant have eompmmea., anout , . . . .  . . .  the U.S. mainland-- one a They met here with offices of 
representatives of the I.W.A . . . .  ' -|owed Rather than having tol ,, - . . _ . - ; ,  . ; . receiVing' so l i t t le  fo r  the s i n " n Cherry Point, Wash., on.Pnge[ the United F ishermen and 
and the Northwest Loggers Dear Sir: • .. • - ~-~iteticketsitw0uldbemu~[ Pran  x ~owaru nas : !~ea revenue the government gets I~11~i1[~ dql~[q~l| ~ ~ Sound . Allied Workers Union and the 
Association. The letter was I have your letter . ot "~ore hel fnl.if folks would bell working on me atrport pr0mem, from mines .... The miners are . . . . . . .  .,.,._" ,,^..~ . . . .  ~;ot,;.,,,,~n Fishing Vessel Ownere Assoeia- 
read at the regular meeting of Novemher:12thinw..hieh.youask ~-*oin P~t to ~rk  on the[ on the federal level', said taking from. an unreplaceable '+ VANCOUVER (CPi - -  British ure~ an"~overlancl'~'Pi~ ~ine tion to exchange ideas. : 
the council on Monday night and 'that I in~.er.vene, an'ecuy .an.a s~e is  during th~o6e h~rs  ~1 Barrett. - • ;• resource, Barrett  explained, Columbia is behig shortchanged ~oute through Canada, : : " " " 
is reproduced here for 'those ensure ~ mat me uommnla ' ' •  ~ ' Of the many problems in the and they are not overmxeo., undm._.__ the federal . . . . . . . . . . .  Rovernment's Me Johnston. said., sanertask-;_ 
who have been anxiously' ~ue~Ul~:0dC:mPoanYa~itonUr: s ot~n . . . .  -m~a, Barrett pointed out lh~dt-Und:r ~vYl~n d, fnO; rm~o,_laap;:~ regional economic expanmon ers ruth eapamtles Ofto~a~e BOB FALLS BEIRND • 
awaiting word on + the '  f . P -- : . -  " . "  the highway l~tween here an ther . . . .  Y program, John McKeown, in- 250,000 tons would ha+e " LOS ANGELES (AP) - -Mary ..+ 
Novemner 29, 1971, as mey d e ld on co r "  z " " Correct ion  + Rupert, and the Skeena Bri g~ pa" ' ppe.  dnstrlal development commis- their way to and from Valde ~ Cummings says she 'owes  d iscuss ions :  
propose. ' sionerfor Greater Vancouver through a narrows less than ~6,~69 and needs more atimouy 
It is weil known that this; 2,000 feet wide. 
Frank 
will visit 
Rupert 
.Company has been going On Wednesday, Dec. 8 on 
through a long~ period of page 6 the Herald reported that 
financiaidifficulty. While.they Michael Stekelenhurg of 
heveheenattemptiagtoresolve ~ Kitimat had sideswiped a 
many Of the problems that have parked car Owned by Thomas 
contrihuted to this situation, Dowker when.it.skidded onthe 
they now face the 'further s l ippery Ketchika loop." This 
c0mp|lcation, of a weakened should.have read that the car 
market for their preduets, owned by Michael Stekenburg 
Zellerbach award 
' The .Kitimai Forest Divisl0n" loss injury. 
of Crown Zellerbach Caneda Presentation of the award 
.. Limited r~was awarded the . wasmade during ~ .Crown 
: Workmen's '  ,:Compensation Zellerbaeh-Kitimat~'Divisian 
Board's Centennial '71 Safety Annual  Ser.vice and Safety 
Award December I0. The +,Banquet, for ullemployeesand 
.for - tlieir' wives ~. WCB' Aoeident 
charged today. 
He quoted recently released' HAZARDS FEARED 
statistics showing that between " He said that fog. and high 
July, 1969, and March 31, 1971, winds make navigation difficult 
per capita expenditure + by the in winter, while ice l~ergs h'om 
department of  + regional glaciers near. the'  mouth of 
economic expansion ~in' the form , Valdez Arm menace shipping in 
of incentive grants was only 26 - summer months, -
centsinBritish Columbia com- 
and child support from her"  
former'husband, actor Robert 
Cummings. 
+ 
lawyer representing Mrs. 
~ 'nmings ,  53+ told a California 
Superior Court jedg_e the U;S. 
Internal ;Revenue Service nas 
"We're afraid •that the, seized all of the estimated 
Frank Howard,+M.P. for Unfor tunate ly  the :  was sidsswiped by the Thomas award was . made ~ 
Skoena, will spend a few days ,repercussions of-this situatlon, :Dowker vehicle. . outstanding achievement in the Prevention Inspector, 'Joe 
' field of aceldent, prevenli0n, .Mondok, : presented the 
around the middle of December have . extended to - Other . " " 
visiting Stewart, Klncolith and operate, and is  a ffectiiig.~e .+. ' . .  . : ,  . ,~e~omp~+ ,~ard+edam~l " mrt i f lea leat  he ceremonies 
Prince Rupert ' ' • overall economy Ol your area. + q ~ "~ ' " .r " 7" . . . .  -'m-_-;-----~ .---- - - - -  + held inthe Kitimat Legion Hall. 
This vIsR' will bemade' just  - I am satisfied that+ the ' 1~:~i1_ :  ; ~:~ :L~T~e "WCB:s' centeliniall '7i 
prior +;t0 t~e tinie + when, Mr, temporary snutdown + was ~ ~ | |  ~ .  • . . ,  ,~..;?~: ^~ ,~.,.+.,:~" ,~.;o..,o~ Safet~l'Award "program 'is 
Howard will have to return to necessary because el mark • L " : . ~ . . . . .  ~[ ~.......a.;~ +~.~ +o..o,:,,r designedto pi-ornote safety 
• • • " . . . . . . . . . .  1 it ' • ' - . . . . . . . .  ' "  '~'+~"+-" '  . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  Ottawa for ' .a follow,up . conditions. However+ shou d : , +; ,+ ..... .m .. " +m'm~r.~ m~',;mnnn'n K,,.n~d consciousness and labour- 
examinati0n relating to ,the 'develop " that: . further . . .A~. ' l lH I . ,6 , -  ' " ="2 ._ '~ , -~2; ;~"~:~:77~= ,manakement co-operation in 
o eratzon he  underwent curtailment is necessary " J L '~ ,UL JLL~ ; ,' " '':~ - - - -- ~the field:0f.accident prevention P • " '  ' + to  " , + the awara ape L ~ on + me 
• recently . . . .  "' • :not believe that it is realistic : ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • - - ' - during-Bri ' t lsh Columbia's 
. . . . .  • + " " " to maintain . . . .  ;" ' , • numoer or, man-hours worzeu 
Mr; Howard will •arrive in" expect a company ~ ~ ' ras" r "Y :  ~:n '~ . . . .  + without a:~compensable' . . . .  time Cente'nnlal year. , 
Prince Hupert  on  Tuesday, • fu l l 'product ion 'when the , ,  F e ou g ,and  Mick : . . . . . . .  
December 14th, Spend the day ''~ available market cannot abesrb Tanner; of  i Kiflmat, driving .a . . . .  
and evening in Prince, Ru~rt  .' the fuH0utlMlt, ', " L " 1971Maverlak took first p lace 's .  I ra~"~l~+ ~Y+ +',+ . . . . . . .  "~+ j "~l',+~i'~i~+.++|~+++~ilIiil~l 
and go to Stowart he ex y . . . . _ . . " , ' . . . . . . .N I  f . , ,  :m Ma :theecar ral ly'Ttl~ weekend "" ?~"  " . . . . .  + 
Howard has no s clfic ' The mammy •-o UOlam S-:.mm= . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ' - - ' - -  ' " Mr, . ' ' .  ' . . i  ' s  pu m'cu 'oy."me tale(Ionia 
ans for the timehe is in ~ inee  + Cellulose, to ahsorb pulp log ' ,mMo,~ o~,;;,~ii. ~,^,. ,,.-~- " 
Ru rt' but lt is understoed that + produced by .other operate ,~t~.tS the.,  ,we -'~ . . . . . .  "~o" 
th~pelr~nee Rupert N.D,P. is' : has been the Subject of recent $~'00 and~ Set of~heua~li~gh~s ~. • 
making •some 'arrangements. • ' discussion between the;Forest. • " . - - -  . ' , .+, 
,. " - _.~, ~ .... :~ :+ :,;.+.. Service and  the  c0mpanies+ :Seeohd place and $~o.0o along• ..; ,~ 
While ln~tewartMr.;aowsro, involved,~I haveals0dlsouesea. ,~ With an g . t ra~'  tape c'asewent ~ , ...... 
will attend a~public'meatiagLin.~, this;+' problem. :•with + Mr .  ,' to Rober t /Spencer  and  Bob ' 
theLegion Hall onThursday the , ,  ScrimMmw/who isPresident of : Fei'syth dr iv i~ a Volkswagen ~ k,.- 
' 16th. .... +,~ i ~.i ! : . . .~/.: i  -the ,'~ Columbia',' ' Cellulose.~ Norm • + Ge'f l ing and  A~ , ~ - ' - -  
"'~"_., ' :..'=. :::"/:~:" i' .~ .  OSinpa~. ~ / ~ ' , : Weisiniller/driving~a:Bronco, ~' ,=-~.• 
' l l e  Will neave,~tewarc, +oy'./+~ :+ -. . . . .  . :  .... ' +" ,. - . .  . " - ;  - - ', ' 
, .or th landands+nd a couple of ~;..WhUe;i Cannot giveansurance '+~ t0f ,~M~ e o~ $25700 a,no a : . . - : . ,  .~ 
• , days in Klncelith./ ; /  • ,•• . +fan imm~ate  mluti0n to,the/ .+  .• + ~..,,-'..+.// r " ' '  + : ' ' P ~  
• ' + • • -" ':': '•-./.+ ~ .• ': , ':, ,-'" ;• ';'; l~0blem; ;'attempis' ++re'mbe~g ,• ' / : ' ' ', + ; ';, "• " .' r " + m .~+~n 
, Sometime ',in," aan~r~+: Mr.+,+, .made 't+ tihd a++way, to lifilmive ' ' (~+]L ;~ ]~++.~L ~'~,~ :~+ ++/ 
Howard will be able ms i~hu the dtuatlou . . . .  x . .~ l~,u~, l~¢ l l#~- - i~ ,  
. about a week Ln Prince Ru~. . r t ;  L • . :+  .. ;,~" ~ ++..  ;,~•.+. ~ . . . . . .  ,'!? ;i.,~!!:+.'!, : :: ' ,  / ~ , , ~  
- end from there visit some of the +.. . Yonrstruly, .~"~'~+, JA~ • i 
eoast 'a l . i eo :mmun, i t ies  "~",~ "L 
surrounding l~in~e Rupert,.i: ?~ ::, , .  " ' -. 
• + '~ ' / '  -. ' :i '; + '~; '  +~'" ;  + " " ; 
. . . . r  . , 
il/•i/+ L ! ? 
. ~  
+'~: :",:~ /'MIMater, • ' ~ ;~s0n o f  
• " Mr . .  and•~iMr  Anthony~ 
~.[ Malinowski, of  F'. MIl ls, .  
• - +~ Terrace, basel b~eniiViaided a 
+, [~0,00 Army;a~d Navy. - 
' . ~etorans S .¢hohmhlp. at+ the. 
J Univt~mityof ~g~na, Sa~,  , 
" ', ;' Maiinow~i articled'school in.
,, ~,,!secendary sehool, n ig~, . .  In 
' . l~ ;~:marr ied!  the former 
• lcinity ofthe 
• af ternoon; . ,  Th~ ~/ 
+ f 
In.the 
OfL dii~nage 
:'~ iWl ie f i '  :; a~, , i L ,Ve~c|e . r• ,  o~ed !+ by,, •~ J oan  
F lah~ty  
pared with $2B.60.par capita in amount of money at stake will ' ..t~0,00Oln com. mu~i.'tY~r~nP~tY/ 
Nova Scotia, Sa.84: in Quebec + put .pressure on supertanker the couple m.a~t.t wne ey  
and $1,85 in OntariO. Grants to eapt~instooperateinand0utof'./-were div°reed lea  year, ' • + 
the Pralrie provlnces amounted. '.i~: ~ :;~ .... . . : .  ~ .~ , .  - 
to$7.84 in Man~tohe,T~5.44 in • + " ~ + ~ml-m ~,TJ ' lh  " o ,  W . . . .  
• ; '~e  wor performance of the . . . . .  ~+ ~ "" ~. i 
reg i 'a l 'econ0mie  .expanston  finds oppo nit  program in British' Columoia is 
a further manifestation f Otta- . . 
wd's" neglect of, this part of "~ ~+:+ 
Canada," Mr, McKeown said in " "I never felt quite right about with the children anyway. ~/ 
- years, '~he~famil,V, " a statei~ent, being on welfarei and I know it . '  . yor .  11 . . . .  : i 
+bothered the children.',' .This':~: : sumggteo  ' v~ m~ ~_ . . . . .  , ho__~_ " ,.,, 
statement came from Terrace'sl, paym~ts~and .olh. ~ ex~ 
f irst  'employed certif icate, TwO years ago'me goven 
holder in  the  .Provincial .'~ instituteda'Pregram of di 
allowances; i $15,00 a/y~ 
and~that hel 
G0vernm~t'a job: opportunity, 
program. The woman, a ~vidaw each ehild, i f l  
for the past twelve years was: ',bit. But i io te~gh to real 
recently employed u~er / the  ladY: feelt'r lgbt ' ; : :  ;~ 
program at•a local retail store. , ,+/"'~,. :i' .,,,~+ ~' +'~, 
Twelve years • ago, ' the. When'," the job.,oppor ~
woman's husband ied leaving ',Pr0gram,wn~g.announeeo 
her with three •dependent , went down t~of f l ce  of 
children and one on the way.. ~ .impr, ovement, .and pul 
, She had some I up,, application .i'tn ~immedid' 
and • Two 'weeks lat~'she had 
e money  save< 
but this did not last long, 
within the~year she+iapplied for ; ' f rom Vietoriaha d 
welfare. There isno pemton for ,'~ i' her  '?;application ' 
widows in B,Cii" she said, "and l  app ' r~ed '  ~d receiv~i 
for The  two: ym the children were t0o .young + ~icertifleate. ~ 
0i i : : i~llt~dreti ar~ ~XSel me tp leave them all~ day the .Leld'enonght 
'~ had no other choice." . :+/:: ' ,  . . . .  . . . . . .  ,vesnow, m 
-~.• .5/!/+ 
.tunitles 
d she - 
social 
ut her 
upgraded so ~ :that m 
cheques amounted, tO 
• ~06;00 per monlh.,:: ~: 
deducted f r0m'her  me 
was .  , 
' that  " • :.~::i 
been 
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For Jews 
War on 
disease 
started 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  A 
massive screening program 
was started in Montreal 
Monday to combat a fatal 
children's disease which 
occurs almost exclusively 
among Jews of Eastern 
European ancestry. 
Known as Tay-Sachs 
disease, the ailment is caused 
by an inherited enzyme 
deficiency and usually kills 
children by the time they 
reach age five. 
Neither a cure nor a treat- 
rnent has been discovered, but 
now it is possible to detect car- 
riers of the mutant gene by 
means of a blood test. 
Five doctors at the Montreal 
Children's Hospital have 
organized a mass educational 
and screening program to 
inform the Jewish community 
in Montreal about Tay-Sachs 
and its possible prevention. 
Dr. Charles Scriver, a 
b iochemica l  genetic ist  
heading the program, said 
research in the field has been 
under way for some time. 
However, the program is an 
effort to reach and inform 
people on a wider scale. 
"A little over a year ago two 
American doctors found it was 
possible to detect carriers of 
Tay-Sachs by a blood test," 
Dr. Scriver said. "A.year ago, 
with the financial backing of 
the Provincial Network of 
Genetic Medicine, our group 
began preparing a pilot 
project here. 
ONE IN 30 AFFLICTED 
Dr. Scriver said that one in 
THE HERALD, TERRACE -- KITIMAT, B.C. 
Two members of a rock group named Pax per- home in the Thornhill area was levelled by flames 
formed for about 100 persons at Islander Hall in last week and left the boys homeless• As in the 
Prince Rupert Friday. The group is just recovering purest show business traditions, however, the show 
from a bad experience with fire. Their A-frame went on . . .  
Mackasey_pressures 
Employers to curb union strike power 
every 30 Jews is a carrier and 
both man and wife are likely 
to be carriers in one out of 
.every 900 marriages. If both 
parents have the trait, there is 
one chance out of four of the 
child being affected with 3'ay- 
Sachs. 
The condition begins to 
affect the infant at about six 
months of age. It causes brain 
deterioration a d usually kills 
the child before he reaches 
school age. 
Tay-Sachs is 10 times more 
frequent ,in Jews of European 
amce~!i~' than,~in: ~y other 
ethnic.~grotl~ A156"u't~tt0,00~ o ;:,' 
Montreal's 130,000-member 
Jewish community are in this 
category. 
If both parents are found to 
be carriers they will receive 
specific genetic counselling 
about risks invol,:ed and about 
prenatal diagnosis. 
MONTREAL (CP) --  Labor lems created by technological growing trade union movement 
MinisterHryceMackaseytoday change as they affect the in Quebec is characteristic of
urged employers to accept worker," he said. "But if they the upheavals caused by rapid 
changes in federal labor law will not, it could be done by di- technological change• 
that would give unions a limited reet intervention." "Weall agree that technologi- 
right to strike in the event of Mr. Mackasey saidit is short- cal change is here to stay; the 
disagreement over adverse sighted for Canadian employers problem is finding the best and 
technological changes, to argue that Canadian labor most equitable method of 
In a speech to an industrial relations are different from assimilating it into our system, nologieal change. 
~elations ...seminar; here~,.Mr.:,"thor, einiother~Western~btmtries '.'.This is why I arr~ suggesting . . . . .  
acxasey:~reviewe~ public, dis--~, because~signed ~nadi~n labor., the management that the onl~ 
cussion el ~ the lSropoged labo~:"" c0"n'tra'cts l~i'6~i]bit'~'~trlkes ' ~,vaytopreserve th 'cornerston~ 
law changes which have been during the life of an of Canadian labor relations, thl 
under fire by management agreement."This no-strike closed contract, is toaccept th~ 
spokesmen since they were in- provision does not prevent Can- 
troduced in the. Commons in ada from having strikes and 
June. wildcats," Mr. Mackasey said. 
"Most enlightened employers UNREST EVIDENT 
will accept the philosophy of The federal labor minister 
providing remedies for prob- said social unrest evident in the 
i 
Senior citizens aided 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Alber- 
ta's senior citizens ~vill be re- 
lieved of paying medical care 
insurance premiums effective 
Jan. 1, Premier Peter Lougheed 
announced today. 
Under regulations of the Al- 
berta Health Care Insurance 
Act, all residents aged 65 or this change will involve bet- 
over and their dependents will ween $6 to $8 million annually 
be included. In addition, the 
cabinet has approved aprem- The present medical care 
ium exemption from optional premium for an Albertan earn- 
services such as drugs and ing more than $2,000 a year is 
other procedures. $93 a year, including optional 
"We estimate that the cost of services. 
EXPLOSi0N cASuALTY  " An :  
an ibu]ance .a t tendant  car r ies  blar&et.." 
wrapped bedyo£ ch i ld  • th rough rescue  
wor~ers ,  to wa i t ing  ambulance  
folloWin~ exp los ion  o f . te r rbr i s t  bomb hi 
amendments to deal with tech 
nological change." 
Last week, Mr. Mackasey tel( 
members of the Canadiaz 
Labor Congress in Ottawa thal 
changes to be made in the label 
bill before it is reintroduced i~
the next session of Parliamenl 
will not strike out the principk 
that unions must be consulted 
about technological in. 
novations. 
In its new form, the bill.would 
emphasize more strongly the 
desirability of including in 
collective agreements a clause 
dealing with the effects of tech- 
Americans 
released 
From China 
PHILADELPI~IA (AP) --  
Two Americans returned to 
the U.S. mainland today after 
their release from China. 
"It was a fine trip and I'm 
glad to be home," Mary Ann 
Harbort, 25, said in the first 
words spoken to reporters 
since she and Richard Fec- 
teau of Lynn, Mass., began 
their 10,0O0-mile flight from 
Hong Kong where they were 
freed Monday. 
"I'm so happy to be back," 
Fectean said after be and Miss 
Harbert arrived by helicopter 
at Valley Forge Military 
Hospital, 25 miles northwest Of 
here. 
The pair arrived after a 
short flight from McGuire Air 
Force Base, N.J., their first 
mainland U.S. landfall since 
boarding a U.S. Air Force C- 
141 at Hong Kong. 
Reporters were not per- 
.mitted to  talk to them, 
although, one reporter 
managed to get close enough 
to exchange a few words. 
IMPRISONED 19 YEARS 
Fe.cteau, 'a  43-year.old 
civllien employee ofthe army, 
served 19 years of a 20~r  
sentence on Chinese 'charges 
of spying. 
Miss Harbert, whose 
parents live in Pa le  Alto, 
Calif., had been a eaptiveof 
the Chinese for ~rse  years. 
In announcing the release 0f! 
thetwo, Pelting also said the 
life sentence of~John T. DOw. 
hey, 41, of New Britain, Corm. 
had been commuted to five 
years from, life from the date; 
of commutation,/which was 
net disclosed but was believed 
to be retent. " 
Downey and Feeteauwere 
passeq~ erd .aboard a/plane 
chot down on a flight from 
Japan to Korea in 1982; during 
crowded furniture store in th:e Nor- ~the Korean war. ~me, Com. 
~ thern :, Irish capital :~Saturday./'Four m~s saidtbe ~were  on a 
Were killed and 19injured in the -~ ml=lon' f0r~the U.S/Central -
• i ' Intelligence Agency; dl'opping 
.: b!asL;/, .: ...... .,, ,,"..~ , _ . ,:~,,' ;~,.~, -. Nationalist Cheese ~ le i .  Tiie 
. -  ' '- (APWirepnom)  !~/~@nl~d the aeeumatlons, 
Former . . . . .  "l 
addicts 
hired 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 
for bets 
. , . / . .  • 
THA'NK Y0U 
(AP) - -  New York City's Off- 
Track Betting Corp. has hired 
23 former heroin addicts as 
tellers in one of its midtown 
betting offices. 
OTB President Howard J. 
Samuels, who initiated the exo 
perimental program, said Mon- 
day he believes that hiring for- 
mer addicts is one key to solv- 
iug the drug problem. 
Of the 23 former addicts, 20 
are in methadone maintenance 
programs and three are affili- 
ated with drug-free prngrams~ 
All passed the normal mental 
aptitude tests 
There are seven supervisors 
in the office who are not former 
addicts. 
Tl e residents of Port  Edward, 
for Your support and  con- 
fidence in the recent election. 
, , • 
JACK DeJONG 
"Commerce Growth SavingS 
Certificates - 
• Besides a Christmas present 
it can be a youngster's first lesson in 
how money grows:' 
.~,~:~ . . . . . . .  , .  . . . .  . .  : : . .  ~...~;;~......~,...:.:::.:~.........~!..::.::.::...,~...:,.....,~. 
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~.~:~ . . . .  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ,  :::.. .::. ========================================= ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
;!.~:~'2.~?. ' "  ' :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ===================================================== :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::;:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ii:! / :::i::::!~ii: 
"1 always try to give my interest oo. So, when the • 
children something educational, children are'old enough to 
So, I give them Commerce know what they want, they've 
GrowthSavingsCertificates. gotalittlemoneytogetit ~~ 
They help the children with. Give Commerce Growth 
understand savings.They only Savings Certificates this 
cost $6.81 and can grow to Christmas.They're called the 
$10.00 in six years.You can give gift that grows~' 
as many as you want. And 
they're cashable anytime, and CANADIAN IMPERIAL  
after six months you receive BAN K OF COM M ERCE 
t 
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maae snort worx ot me_nerdm mtanmngs: • ' ..: .+ '~  + 
Team • " , '  , r ,D  " ' ,  , . . . .  : - . . . . . .  " " in Monday night Men S.I~+a+_l~.. _. ~ '+ ~ a n d : m e  I 
. . . . . .  r " 0 G&MTruoking . . . .  ~ forbearanc i ,. If . . . . . . . .  . , , ....... ,~,, ........ , bowling by the: tune ofy~,:+~ . i~ - : . . . . ' /~:  oh' .[ . . . . .  ond'f'i'ons, We have found *the citizens +of Terrace most understanding 
need to remlnd+G&M =at+last Pickups.. k .~''~r~.~ . 
week Barney(Rowe; ef.+'the .BSers + . + :.  +:-/+: +:i i~ + I ~ ~ / - "  + I 
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• ln other gamed the BSers heat , CUBICFEW-TONLY, : ... i " ~.:** , ¢,,,,~,".;ntamdanf_ Int*,r inr Cantractino CO. Ltd.  
Acklands 5-2, the Pickups" The boerd-footmeasqrement 
blanked Moose 7-0-and the insofaras timber measurement 
Half shuts ni.pped Hl.gh F.ive. 4-3.'i is • concerned, + . will fade into 
unris rroter rolled me m~ hlsto~p-++~or the B.C. Forest. - • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' 
single of the night wit~ a. U4; + Service*es of Januo,~, ' ,o~+ " : ' " 
. . . . .  "~  of . . . .  " "' "~ . . . .  second high went o Ray+'£mt k Fr+°m then en timber: harvest' 
G&M with" 350,. Taft also leo and  related =matters will he 
the high triple with an 8S6., .-measured in ~,rms of flrmwood Use Herald Classifieds + i 
G&M.had the team'high with • • " ' " 
he award winning photos in the. • Barrie Jeffries of Vancouver, this print 
Columbia  Centenn ia l  '71 Photo  was  awarded an  Honourab le  Ment ion  
• Titled "Long Beach" by in the scenic category. 
- -  ° n League race t lghte s. 
Rod muss ,  of Mil lers,  who Monday nights box scores:  4647 LAKELSE ~ PHONE 835-7281 || 
Miller's picked up a full game sets the net afire last Thursday ~,~otsnn~.  76 FG FT TP ~ 
'(°nday night in their quest t° a~ainst CedeHand with 43 x ~ r ~ ' = - ' ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~  " s n©o~ . . . . .  , ~" 5 17 ' ~ ,  ! ,~ / i  : ~/b  ~O i 
)vercome Dakins for thelead in points, was held to 16 poznt Janzen 3. - 01 6 ~, : \ 
]te Caledonia Men's Basketball Monday. " 2 . . -  Green 5 ~ 0 ' i0 ~ "- 
.eague. A Millers victory over Thursday night wilt mare mehe . . . .  not, t,, • + 4 2 10 • ' - ' 
~a-How-Ya coupled with the end of the first half of t ~I- 5 1 11 ~ 
Kermodea topplin'g Daklns left . . . . . .  a ._urn, season The teams wm toze . . . . .  
0nly one game separating the holiday break and return to ~ n  9 0 18 ill 
leaders. 'action the the first week in 2 0 .4 
In the f i rs t .o f  l~[ondays-'firstplaoeforthebreak,+Sho.u Daviss 8 ,9 .  1A ~, !t ,+ :THE es Dale prest and Vern they lose Thursday to Lakeme J Wulbergs 16 7 30 ~ 
~:u.leadmeKermodcatoa they would stlli hold ~.hel.~ game ~.Turner 4 0 ~ 
7a 7.~ win over Dakins League lead over Miller!s wno is kue. S Re~anlds 2 0 ~ 
"-" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ead ' -" leading scorer John Walbergs They could mcrease their I .  K. Hmdd~n 4 0 .8 ~ " ' i . o 1 scored 39 poins for the losers to one and a nat[ games oy It 
• ' " n " Second Game Lar Davies wasthe only other wmm g . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ ~,, ,,~ 
• . 
fiures as he contributed 18 Cederland against Caledonia: F. Cervo 3 u u 
nmglnts " ' Should Cederland lose and P.Walker , 7 4 .. 18 ~_ 
v,- , •  .~ Lakelse win,. Lakelse will B.Kester 8 ~ ~.~ 
In the second game it was a finally be out of the coal hole E.Obzera 9 ~ ~ ~ i '  ill 
hi h scoring offensive battle as they have occupied all season. R. Kluss 2 . 1 5 * ~ 
~li~o ,.~ ni--ed Kla-How-Ya 96- Good games coming up R.Kluss . 8 ~ 16 ~ . .+~. 
both hit the magic twenty mark Ca gy~n;,,,~, . . . .  ' KLA-HOW-YA - 92 FG FT TP  ~ " ' " : 
for the winners. Five Millers TEAM ~'rAt~uu~uo w 8~ T Casey ' .4 7 15 
players hit double figures ,O Dakins " __  ~ / S q _ u i r e s ~  , o + ,  ' f RI ST ASi offset he 26 point performance Miller's 77 ~ E~DeVries 10 6 26 by Ed DeVries and Manrice Kla How Ya . . . . .  - -  
rares 25 points for Kla-How- Cederland 5 6 _ '_.  ' - - . - Sq" " " - ' • :7  ~'.Aoams z o ~  G 
, / .  e ......... . . . . . .  ,.+ ..... | .  +. 
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halt a huge' blast. Dave was" o? fv '~  ";" "Link most hassle doing "Cheackers" off e i " i i~,i ~ i !/" 
'born in Smithers'and hasl!v~ ~,,tlly+ug~i,'~  di~omior~at Newfoundland. This is a ~ • 
~Rupertin the KitzmatTerraceFrmce + " a e a  a . . . . . . . . .  or Nootkaand really digs into It. I '  O ~ ~ '  + ~ " ' " " " " "  ' " "  " " " 1 '~+ "( + ' . ` !  • : " " "- . " +~.;..~=~,'f ~ro sublectin~' smaller boat than Ether Yukon ., M M  for numb r, at " .-.,,-~-".-v~" . . . . .  -- '7- " - 
years . ,, , memselves to. . r " = ~ " " 
• . ' . • ' The captain seems to be very . the waves. We .still have a ~ • t l 
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OUR OPINION 
On the care and nurture 
of sitting ducks? 
Prime Minister Trudeau seems to 
have been in a particularly com- 
municative mood at his recent Town 
Meeting in London, Ont. Describing, 
very much off the cuff, his govern- 
ment's tax package as "pretty 
revolutionary" he said: 
"Look, we're going to take one 
million people off the tax rolls and 
we're going to lower taxes for another 
five million Canadians. And, to do this, 
you have to juggle a lot of figures 
because we don't want the middle class 
people to notice it too much, because 
they are the ones who are going to have 
to pay for it." 
The Prime Minister was doubtless 
having some light-hearted fun, but 
there was more truth than poetry in his 
admission. Middle-income taxpayers. 
are by now all too well aware that they 
are being treated as  willing horses, 
loaded with more and more of the 
burden of carrying Canada financially. 
Later on in the London meeting, the 
PM showed that he at  least u- 
nderstands  the danger  of reaching the 
point of d imin ish ing re turns  in these 
tax policies. Exp la in ing  why his 
government  was not doing stil l  more  in 
social wel fare programs,  he said: 
"That ' s  all we feel we can do at this 
t ime w i thout  s low ing  down the 
economy and creat ing  d is incent ives to
invest  among the middle classes, 
wh ich  wou ld  c reate  much more  
unemployment  and much more  hard-  
ship."  
P r ime Minister  T rudeau used the 
condit ional  tense, suggest ing that such 
unp leasant  possibi l i t ies lay in the 
future, ra ther  than the present.  
However,  the recent  min ibudget ,  with 
belated tax reduct ions,  suggests that  
even  the federa l  government  
recogn izes  that  the po in t  of 
d imin ish ing economic re turns  f rom 
taxat ion had a l ready been reached. 
-F rom the F inanc ia l  Post  
I 
'Science- You and me "Suzuki 
BY DR. DAVID SUZUKI 
• .Dr. Suzuki.is a professor of 
Zoology at UBC aud the winner 
of several prestigious awards 
for his work in the field of 
genetics. He recently spoke to 
one of the largest student 
assemblies gathered this year ~. 
The condensed text of his hour 
long talk is reprodnced here for 
your interest. 
Within our lifetimes society 
has made a quantum leap into 
the age of science and 
technology. There is no place 
on this planet hat one can go 
and escape the debris of man's 
inventions. A scant 15 years 
ago, science and technology 
promised a world of plenty, of 
leisure and no poverty in which 
machines would do our every 
bidding. Yet today, these 
dreams have changed to a 
nightmare of urban sprawl, 
environmental decay and ever 
more frightening weapons of. 
control and destruction. 
Many of us scream for some 
kind of stability in this 
accelerating proliferation of 
new things, yet our insatiable 
appetites for novelty and 
titillation only feed the rate of 
change. Who is to blame, what 
has gone wrong? I would like to 
porpose the thesis that the root 
of the problem lies not with 
science, not with politicians or 
power-mad fiends, but with us. 
In the' past decade, we have 
witnessed an accelerating 
turnover in social fads, each 
heavy with its vision of the 
apocalypse and laden with all of 
the violent rhetoric of we-they 
politics. So we have lived 
through: ban-the-bomb, civil 
rights, anti-Vietnam,' university 
reform, population and 
pollution and liberation groups. 
Yet today, nuclear weapons 
continue as a billion-dollar 
industry, • apartheid dnd 
segregation remain as rigid as 
ever, the Indo-China war 
continues on, universities have 
commitment to their vision of 
the solution for the world often 
resembles the ruthless 
shortsight~dhess of -thd. 
industrialists they so 
vehemently decry. 
I cannot see how we can 
treasure the lives of other 
organisms so long as we show 
such contempt for human life. 
,How can we speak of the 
intrinsic worth of redwood trees 
or maintaining wilderness 
areas while human lives and 
minds are destroyed by 
apartheid, segregation and 
napalm? It  is irresponsible to 
say that Vietnam, French 
separatism, police brutality and 
the oppression ofwomen are not 
germane to the environmental 
problem. In fact, unless we also 
deal with these problems, the 
ecological crisis will never be 
solved 
I would like to pose two 
questions and deal with them in 
order. 1. Will we survive the 
next 15 to.20 years in the sense 
of, maintaining society as we 
know it? 2. If we do, will the 
world be a better place? 
Most of us have been involved 
primarily with short-term 
problems and here I feel that 
the fundamental cause of many 
of our crises resides ifi the 
autonomous nature of elite 
groups. In a complex 
technological society skills of a 
very specialized nature come to 
be practised by highly trained 
people. So we have 
neurosnrgeons, cr iminal  
lawyers, brake specialists, etc. 
As each group of specialists 
grows in size and importance, 
they come to acquire or'are 
granted special powers of self- 
regulation that renders them 
virtually immune from the 
suggestions and criticisms of 
the general public ~. With the 
autonomy, there is an 
inexorable change,  in 
commitment from the privilege 
of serving the community to a 
concern with growth and 
maintenance of power which too 
Scientists hold a very special 
position in present society, 
since their work, when 
translated by technology, 
affects every aspect of 
civilization. Yet, by the nature 
of its languages, complex 
machinery and requirements 
for prior knowledge, science 
has remained cloaked from the 
prying eyes of non-scientists. 
Scientists, of course, are 
people with many reasons for 
being in science- curiosity, 
social status, fame, the Price, 
etc. But they are uniformly 
committed to the need for 
freedom in their work, a 
freedom which often abrogates 
any responsibility to tbe rest of 
society for the application of 
that knowledge. There is no 
question that we need science to 
destroy many of our myths and 
superstitions. Copernicus 
sbowed us that the earth was 
not the centre of the universe, 
Pasteur demonstrated that 
living things only come from 
other living things and Darwin 
explained-bow man evolved. 
'Each man evoked profound 
upheavals in his society that 
helped to rid us of ignorance 
and create a less egocentric 
view of man. 
Let me give you an example 
of advances inone small area of 
science - genetics - as an 
illustration of the potential for 
beneficial and destructive 
application to society. 
The most exciting area of 
science in the past en years has 
been molecular genetics, where 
the actual biological anguage 
has been decoded. With' an 
understanding of how a gone is 
made and what it spells, .it is" 
now possible to make genes in 
test tubes and to consider 
injecting them into cells by 
typing such genes onto viruses. 
In .fact, the first completely 
synthetic gone was completed 
at the end of May, 1970. This 
holds the promise of cures ,for 
many forms of inherited mental 
disease; diabetes, albinism and 
often conflict with the needs of so on. It also provides an 
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Ho h0 ho, 
' Saine in m]y. 
langua4ge 
by Nadine Asante i 
.As the magic day approaches, 
children all over the world ace 
getting more excited at the 
prospect of a visit from Father 
Christmas. 
In Terrace as in most other 
parts of Canada, bo~ and girls 
will be. hanging Stockings in 
front of fireplaces to welcome 
Santa when he alightslfrom his 
rooftop sleigh and makes his 
way down the chimney. But in 
other countries Santa' has 
different t'ransportation, is 
called 'various other names and 
works •in diverse wondrous 
ways. 
Films and advertising have 
tended to create a uniformi~ in 
the western way of celebrating 
• but in the old days there were 
manY variations Of the same 
theme, In some Itelian villages 
even now, Santa Claus is "a 
woman whose name is La 
Besanta and she fills tbe 
children's hoes not their 
stockings with g~.  ins. 
In Holland, Santa is called 
Sinterldaas. He doesn't come 
from the North Pole but from 
Spain. He arrives via ship and 
is' accompanied bytwenty little:' 
black boys. Sinterldaas makes: 
his way to Central Station in :. 
Amsterdam then he is taken by ~ 
horse and wagon' through the 
streets. While he distributes 
YOUR 
The Editor 
Terrace Herlad 
Dear Editor: 
Your publication of 
December 9 carried what can 
only be described as a 
prejudiced opinionated letter 
which could find the writer 
guilty of racial discrimination 
in a court of law. I took 
exception to the tone of this 
"third generation-interested 
Terrace reader." The "anti- 
Jolliffe" content of the letter 
was of no concern to me, that 
was merely a craft move, 
politically crucial and vote 
winning most probably. What 
concerned me was the 
antagonism for the immigrants 
from the British Isles. 
I am from England, some 
people would say of my accent 
that it was unusual, I am part of 
tlie "new breed of immigrant." 
I'm not in the civil service or in 
Union organization, I came to 
Canada in 1968 to go into 
education. Since I arrived I
haveworked hard like most 
immigrants I know, and most 
immigrants will tell you it's not 
easy, progress just outweighs 
the set-backs. 
The British gentlemen 
farmers your "third generation 
Britisher interested reader" 
speaks about, were a minority 
fifty years ago and now they 
hardly rate. The "gentlemen 
farmet;s" were misfits in 
Victorian "well-to-do-- families. 
They were eccentrics and the 
adventurers, we hear this 
distorted image of them today 
in their legend; I think there 
might have been a few 
"gent lemen fa rmers"  
emigrate, who were intelligent 
had foresight, were capable and 
were even successful. 
People with intelligence are 
almost always outward looking, 
it has bean outward looking 
people who have left the islands 
in the North Sea called Great 
Britain. For every gentleman 
farmer who did not know what a 
donkey looked like, there have 
been thousands of ordinary 
people turn up in Canada from 
Britain looking for something 
better than they had back home 
and moreover prepared to w~rk 
hard to achieve it.. 
It does not take three 
generations to breed incentive 
to work, neither does it help to' 
get too inward looking when we 
start breading. Nationalism is a 
which country, (I would also 
include refugees,) have several 
things in common. Obviously, 
initially the average immigrant 
has to "get-up and go" usually 
he brings with him know-how as 
well; but most of all he has the 
broad mindedness and 
awareness of more than one 
country, continent, century and 
way of life. 
Another saying we had in 
Yorkshire was "Shirtsleeves to
Sbirtsleeves in three 
generations" - which being 
interpreted means: - the old 
man worked like a horse, the 
son did okay on bis father's 
money but the grandson spent it 
all and ended up on the welfare. 
(Beware! third generation 
writer). 
anti-American is to be anti- 
British, is to be anti-hlack, anti- 
Ragbead, anti-wop and as the 
sefl-righteonsness increases the 
hate becomes more intense. 
Self-righteousness is a 
scourage, so is Nationalism. 
Nationalism is the too of the 
super- capitalist, the 
warmongers, the average man 
should smile at his brother and 
forget he concept of nation. 
Yours truly, 
Peter Leonard Bailey 
Industrial Instructor at 
Skeena Secondary School 
Dear Madam Editor: 
I read the letter written by 
"An interested Terrace 
Reader" which appeared in 
Dear Editor, 
Please accept our sincere 
appreciation for the excellent 
co-operatiun received by you 
with respect o the publicity 
given Remembrance Day in 
your ~ paper. 
Editorily with respect o the 
event we concur. 
Yours sincerely, ' 
(R.E. Hainotock) Sec. 
The Editor 
Terrace Herald 
Dear Sir: 
The statement by the 
Canadian Dental Association Canadians hould not be yesterdays Terrace Herald. It 
tethered by nineteenthcentury annoyed and infurialed me to (23rd October) that 5~ million 
brainstorms like Nationalism. "" ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  dt-re-F Canadians have no chanoe of -~mepaintmatttet[~na o p y , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Nationalism can only fail: We ~ t.~..,~ t.. . . .  ,,.,o ~t ;~.  • receiving fluoridated :water~ 
haveseen nationalism forced on I am a tenth gener~tlon must surely be a eondemnlttion- 
people, • the processes of Canadian and very proud of the of this particular method of 
fluoride-administration, and I elimination and' purification 
cause too much friction usually 
the "Fuehrer" of Nationalism 
and all his henchmen get 
bunkered good and proper. If 
Nationalism is allowed to 
germinate slowly it fails again; 
the outcome would be 
mediocrity,  an incestuous• 
sludge. Presently in Canada 
foreign- professors at. our 
Universities are being 
encouraged to leave, we are 
content o he nationalised and 
in your paper you have printed 
the unfriendly attitude • of our 
neighhours. ~.The thin end of 
the wedge is the mad flag- 
wagging, we could become so 
vain so selfish and independant 
that Nationalism will make us 
blind, My great-grandfather 
used to breed dogs in Boston 
Massachussets, U.S.A.; the 
story goes that he bred a most 
beautiful terrier the animal was 
so in-bred .that it had fits until 
fact. But, in point, I have 
nothing to show that I am 
indeed a Canadian citizen. 
We urge people to immigrate 
to this country from all walks of 
life, and from many countries in 
the world, 
These people, indeed for the 
most part make better citizens 
than people born right here in 
Canada, 
Regardless of whether people 
come from Great Britain, 
Ireland, Poland, or where have 
you. They have chusen bur. 
country' as their adopted 
homeland. 
I f  they chose to become 
Canadians then I say well done. 
Are they not putting forth more 
effort than most of us home 
grown ones? There is a law in 
this country against racial 
discrimination; .Is this in 
essence not just that? 
I ask you Madam Editor, do 
we in the twentieth century 
am bewildered and disturbed 
that they should continue to 
campaign for water- 
fluoridation . . . .  - 
I Would suggest that 'fluoride 
be added to milk, in which form 
i t  can reach the entire child 
population of Canada (fluoride 
is of no value to adults), and 
then perbdps dental decay will 
be reduced. This method also 
overcomes the objectibns of 
those who, justly in my view, 
disagree with being forced to, 
drink fluoridated water ,  and  
wash in it. " 
What does the  Canadian 
dental profession have to say 
about his, or do they not care 
about hose 5V~ million? 
• Yours faithfully, 
Peter D. Smith 
public Relations Officer. 
one day with great conviction have to ask people how many BIG DISTRICTS 
my great.grundfather killed the generations they have been in' • Forest Ranger Districts of 
beautiful thing because it was Canada before they can serve British Columbia range in size 
unbalanced, us? ' from about 1,000 square miles in 
The British class system was Let us judge people on their , populated areas to more than 
and still is unjust but like being merits, no{ on their 4,000'square miles in sparsely 
a Canadian it's a birthright. It background. After all who is to settled northern regions. L ~ ' 
is a right that can be•used saywhichisthesuperiorracein 
intelligently, it's very difficult Canada. ' 
to be a good king, but not .DEADLY KILLERS 
everyone at the Hunt Ball is a Thank you for your Far more:trees are destroyed 
"Burk". indulgence, by inse.cts and disease than by. 
Do not let us blow the ' 
nationalist horn too hard, to be " (Mrs.) Nan Harrison. fires,'the B.c.aCc0rdingForest S rvlce.t° Statlstles of 
hateful thing like racialism, I 
would say that these two traits 
were equally destructive. In 
C~nada we are ashamed of our 
history of racialism, the 
redman in Canada was almost 
wipe out a hundred years ago; 
now in seporatism Indians are 
increasing in number and on 
average njoy the beneflte'of# 
grade six- education. Do not 
gifts and smi les  and I 
• handshakes, his twenty helpers 
run around questioning the 
children whether they have 
been good or bad during the 
year. 
The bad. children are 
supposed to be gathered up by 
the helpers for the return trip to 
Spain but because nobody really 
admits bad behaviour the 
helpers are always emPtY 
handed. 
All the small gifts in Holland 
are put in a big box or basket 
which is brought into the room 
where the whole family is 
gathered. Each present has an, 
accompanying verse which tells 
each person which gift is his. 
, For inMance, if little Hans has 
an aversion to washing his neck 
his verse will thus identify him. 
In most European countries 
the religious significance, of
Christmas i primarily stressed 
with most families attending 
midnight mass on Christmas 
Eve. ~ . 
Food is 'baked for weeks in ~. 
advance's0~tbat"December 25;th 
is a day for family feasting. ~: 
In Ghana, West Africa, 
Christmas is the time for 
practical gifts and little Kwame 
or Abena receive clothes or 
school supplies needed for the 
following'year. Great stress is 
placed on religion by Christian 
Africans. and after the lamb is 
slaughtered around 4 a.m. and 
the food is prepared, the whole 
family •attends Christmas 
church services.' The feasting 
begins upo~ returning home. 
Little Greek boys and girls 
believe St(Basil comes to visit 
them from the former Caesaria 
in Asia Minor. He comes down 
their chirdney while they are 
sleeping and puts their presents 
under their pillows. / 
An  Interesting Greek 
. Christmas tradition is that each 
family and also each' place of 
business supplies a huge 
Christmas cake in which i s  
hidden good luck charms. When 
the "head of the household or 
business~ cuts the cake each 
child is "given a portion and the 
lucky girl and boy to receive 
particular charms are named 
Queen and King of Fortune for 
the forthcoming year. 
• Travelling north again, busy 
Santa uses his sleigh and.  
reindeer to land in Norway but 
changes bis name to Jueleni. 
ssen. ~ Norwegian children 
accompany their parents to 
church .in sleighs pulled by 
prancing', horses . With sleigh 
bells ringing out merrily !n the 
crisp afternoon air. i 
i After the. church ceremon~ 
which starts at 4 p.m. the Wbole 
family returns home to gather. 
around the tree and singcarols 
and receive presents which 
Juelienissen has left under the 
evergreen i their absence. 
After Santa hascovered the ~ 
world in a matter of a few bouts 
he is ready foi" retirement for a 
year but first be stops at Iceland 
a~d here it takes him thirteen waffled their way through the • the Dublie, • / ultimate •weapon fo r  total allow us to add the narcissistic 
crisis and now the ecology I include asspecialists any biological control since the vanity Of Nationalism to the days to finish his Job: He' 
I movement has diverted its group, garage mechanics l injection of a Small number iof white man',errors in Canada. divides himself thirteen ways to 
lighten the task and comes critics, In no case are we any businessmen, nolieemen, g~nes could Completely cr ipple Indiansaying that would match _ . ,.. _ 
~ ' ned ' every say trom uecemner 24th nearer a solution to any one of lawyers, doctors and teachers '~ one s mind or body ' : .i ~ . the a c ote of last!Thursday s . . ' . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . . .  ' ' ~ S r ) tO  January e unaer a omerent the problem,s yet newer, more Those of us in the University, ~,¢ thnoo ;..ha t.^i., ~.~,~,L,2 corre pondent is ,Whiteman . .  . . . . . . .  " 
relevant issues dull the older I'm sure are C()nscious of ihl; ~,.~,',,~';~ ¢ '~'~'^~'~'~ i  .e build a fire and run'away from nsme. ttemrlm ms.r.ezm, ear out 
anon • , In tn"  nnnarent .  ' ,,o..'.th~ Aa~:.,.,_~,,.. i~..a" . ~.'~':~._'~ ";Y"~"- o%,,~:/m~; i t"  . i. tO pasture OUr lng  this ume ana 
v . . . . . . .  -' " ; ' - - -  - - r r  - - -  ' ,~rcg~] IA I~ /1LMI I I I I i l I~L[aUUI I '  ,= , . '  mtur  • ' ' ". ' ' ~ ' ' , " .nimrmrtnn~ .~....,M~., . . . .  ,a.. , ,  - . , , . . : .  . e. I saoly point out that A limev saul-- in yo~kahi.,, helps Icelandic mothers and 
. , t . t . s l fv  - -  i*. J' i | l~Oll~41l £ l i l l l k  WIU i  . "  U ' 'm~"-  a ] re  , - - - "~  " - "  " -  . . . .  , aay  geneticists ~have , , , . ,, fathers, For example, one day  As the enormity of each issue rules and re=lattons, become tnh~t ,nd  vlm,=aa I,~t^ .,ktl4.,.. ~. where I was ~rn  is, Where . ,. . . . . .  
• • . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  ' " : "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " '  ' e re '  ' u ~ ~th '  ' " ne  peeps  mrougn~wmnows,ana  ~- becomes apparent to each ]mvedlmentsto the activities of , ,  o,o,~,,, , .  ,, . . . . .  ,, _ th s m ck .. ere s brass _ . . . .  : . .  . . .  
• - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t,- - ,  ,~,,~ a ' uoorswatemngcnuarentoseett person involved, as our energy the very peoule they oriui~llv ~, ,~,om, ,~ . . . . .  . ,~ .  ~2,  WhiCh means that if one is . .  _ .  _ _  _y . . 
• ' ' . . . . . . .  r " " " ' - "  . . . . . . . . . . .  : " °= '°~ '  ~ ur ,  out  r a red  ' to  u mey are  nemg gooo  That  Oay and morale is batte ed in the . started toserve I don tmesnto  gntaoah.nnn ,,,¢ O^Z.;L:k,. pep  ~ • p t .up .with . . . . . . .  ,_ . :  ... 
fight for Change, we shift from i deny the ,ilmvortance and  ~'~"~e'~;;=';,~m~ ~v '_~. . , .  hardships like industrial ugly ne t.s e~ma./~.a.~tageag.er ~ ; 
causeto~uselntheh0petlmta necessity 0fse~clalists It is , ~'~;'.~==,.'ff~,~"~.~'~'~,s~A"_0~" citles and harddiry work there .An°merunYns~lmi~.s0Utaume. ' 
. . - ~ ' .  • . . . . . . . . .  ~ - , . ,  ,~ , . .= , ,  u .  • ' pomanapans  mum.~s  useamr  ' new issue may be the key to their relative Immunity from .i,~.,~¢,~t,,;o~.,h,.,... . . .  ..,. is financial rewardat the end, _ . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
. . . . .  , , . . . . . . . .  . , . .~y~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,~ , , ,  eu~,~ d a ' e l i ra  ~ ' u . r~tmas  na~mg ann  on  umt  :~ transforming society. I hope and insensitivity o insveetion .n  o~,.,o,,',.,,~..,~ ~. ~.,,. Th verag eyturus up in . . . . . . . .  
. .  . . . . . . .  . -  _ _ ,  , -~  w ~  . . . . . . . .  ~- ,~ ' . -  ~-~ , ' . nay  s t  c~ne ne ; -m.  'Ca l led  '. that the current eco-craze will• and criticism by.the neoule '. 14n~nllatl~,,m-,,oal~..~.,4~..,_. ~ Canadhwlthlots of enthusiasm t- :,, - *•, : ' . . . .  
. . . .  • . .  . . . . , - w -  . . . . .  • . . . . . .  ~ -v . . . .  "~ ' - -~VIUUU~i .~ ' :" . . . . . . .  t'omcser , '  '~ " ' .  ~.,~'- ~, , ' last longer• because it¢0mes affected by them that crea~s nim¢lo hsdi~tQ,,n.9 ,k . .  tkA.-; nnd courage bUt most of all • :  . . . . . .  ' , , .  • 
. . . . . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  • 0 t lm ism'  us t  l i ke  lmml  r , un 'aanuarye  a weary  out ,  close to gra l ing .w  th .  difficulties ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  p J g ants . . . . . .  ~. . . . . .  PP. , ~ .; ~ ..... ..,,. . . . . . . . .  .- maydestroy cancer targets, the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ . . . . .  ha Sanla Ints Rudo ' , fundamental issues of man one: : I  would like tospend some sonte  ' ]  . '~• .L toNor . th .~er l~havea lways  ' . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  : " ' " . . . . .  , j q . " ' " ' 4 r k PPY . . . . .  .P0 ... Iphs 
this .,~one' 'n - t  I fear  the  ~ ; , . , : -  , , ' " . ' * i  ;~-~, . -  :~-~ .. - • ~ s.: may.  be. potont: done romlintl~ ealVR "the Po0r  htt le  bug btwmd in the snow. Who rki s t on  Ka|um St. Herald nose for bome where Mr. Claus • 
. . . .  e . . . . . .  . ' . . . . .  - - ,~ ' . ' ,  . . . . . . .  ~ . . ,~ '  . . ° -v , ' , -~"  .1o ,  t~uwea . . . ~  . . . . . .  . . ,  , . .pa  ng  po  . . . . .  ( , . . . . . .  ,~  . . . . . . .  , 
fanatical fervor afld dogma ~f 'Sl~eiallats iwlth whom I •am; : tog : -  po- ,le who knows ,  when spr ing comes• perhaps•• , ;  Staff Photo) ' : ~a  htsy.ear:slWerk ut~ .out•for 
e e ~ ~atter ' .rum mal~ing toys mr Chmumas :!! ~ th  i~i eco4reaks, .;: Whos ; most~f,i'mlltar: Selbn~iSts;:;'~•;/~i: ); )~00'~ ~ ~ , , * :  i, there~Hbe a butterfly f lyingoutof this i; i ; ' ~L • • ~ . . . . .  . r ~' ~' . .  k * k • : ~ ~ ~ d .' ' q : d .  . . . . .  I : ' ' ' ' '~ 
i : . i  , . -  '~ ' ,  ' , ,  , . , i ,  ~ , " , , '  . . . .  . • . . . . . .  ~ . ' . .  " . " ' ~ " '  . : i " " , , , ; " . .  " " . • - .  ' ' "-. , ,~  ' . i : "~* , ,~/ ;  " :: 
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. , , =  . n =_=_ J  Cas hard  at • 
• ': . . . . . .  ' .  . ; i  ' . . . .  :" ",." " ' "'~ " "~ ~': i3et " "~..: c~eat~atl .tbe;~:stsgeset~, 
" P ' q n ' n ' n ' n . . . . .  ~ Kitlmat'.Children's .,Theatre Mit~eil.ano umry z ,~,  .w of 1~. ier macne are: being 
The K'Shaln .Business and, .There.will.he no.adg~m..l.o0:- ~, eri~'(owards its production, aredreami.ng~up.ces~m.e.~dea_~s~., lock~edPaifterbyCarol.~eHa.yes: 
Professional Worn. end.Club will charge lot me ~ow w~on • .~ ~te..On Dec. 17,18, and 19 they . Prompter t.s ~;la~_~_l~_~. n ii .. Jim.. Bi'uwn,_~ i~. h _t~c~on~ 
be 'holding thezr u~_r~stmas, expecte~ torun.xor Z nmwe... , Will present"Snow. White and . who is aigo~ncnargee,~'~_e~ ..m~,, n~,~Mac~ner~a~.~e~uei~n o 
in the Totem ttoom m " " Black :~now wmw, r~- ,~ .-*~ .,'~. w, . ,~w. - , , s . . . . -  -~-~,-" o .meeting . . . . . .  ApPY-NEWYEAR the SevenrDwsrfs of the up . . " el " On H . . . . .  ,, , carted Maid Dim. Wntty and effects whale Joe Herzberg will the Lakelse Hot -  . . . .  , Forest Theshewwlllheginat H ,. e . . . . .  " n 1 
Wednesday, December 15that 7 _.The yer r~e ~ayc ,e~ho~vi: 8 p m i n  Mt Elizabeth High. all theothercharac~ D at~e provide sound d_f.ec.ts./_ ~.~.,.~. 
n m ~ " yuu ~ j~,~, , ' .  . . . .  ~ . . - - - .~  ~h~l"  ' - • - Play. ~tage Mat~.Ke r m ~ ~.~ Foster  puoncnty  , . '  uc~- t ;  
"•'"~,.nmq~M~.~C~CRItT " celebrating a Happy ~ew xear -.~_".:"- "~- ' ' - - - - . : - . - -  i3rav who has destgneo an. handled by Fran Muir ~....-~-. . . . . . . . . .  " rand toe scarce, .~=- , ,~  - . . . .  Caledonia Senior Secondary. on Friday, December ~Ist in the ue 
School Will be the. dire:of/a Lakelse Hotel Banquet Room. 
festive Christmas cmcei't on 
Friday, December i7th. 
The event which starts at 7:30 
p.m. in the sehool'sl •
gymnasium, will feature skits, 
plays and choral arrangements 
from five schools in the Terrace 
area. 
The five scheola involved in 
the production are the two high 
Ticketa are almost all gone 
hat there are a few left at Tri 
~CltyZMotor P oducts so hurry 
and get yours. 
The $25 cost coven dinner, 
dance, drinks, door prizes and 
par ty  favours .  
SALE OF FIREWOOD 
The~Terrace branch" of the 
Loyal' ~der of the Manse are 
sponsoring the sale Of firewood 
Mountv iew Bakery  Ltd. 
463"7 Lazelle Ave 635.6650 
,ooials for tSe. Weok 
DINNER BUNS schools, Caledonia nd Sl~eena, ,~ .  
and three elementary school on behalf of the Arena Fund. 
c°ntingenta fr°m Clarence The pr|ce far the firew°°d is ~ 4 2  
Michiel, Cassie Hall, and $15 per pick-up load; cut and i 1 PER 
• • • . " . • 
I • 
Merr~bers of the Arena FundRa is ing  Geeraer t ,  both act ive  Commit tee  . ~ . ~  
Committee v/ere a pretty happy crew members,BfllCarloMcRaeStena t-resiaen~co.chairmanOI ~ne 
yesterday upon receiving a cheque Club and of ~S OAKES 
from the Italian Canadian Club. They the Fund Raising Committee. 
are (left to r !ght )Hans  Muehle, Augie ~ I s 
• • .nu.uu..iE FIGURINE 
,Itahan Canadian ClvLb OHOOOLATEnNITiALS [ 
g ve" $ 17.17 to  Arena" ' ' , eL~:CT ION WITH A GOOD END R'ESULT .  " • 
On December 4th, the Committee on Tuesday ,Mr, construction site has been '•Gordon Utile WOODEN SHOES 
Terrace italian Canadian Club Carlo Stella presented a cheque temp °rarily shut d°wn" As a°un BOX OHOOOLATES J!! 
beLd their annnal Christmas to a very pleased gronP °f asw°rkc°mmancesthe'rewil l  ~ ~ ~  t~ ~ 
Dance. The proceeds from the people. " be little left to do before the I " 
dance were to go to the Arena - area will he c°mpletely * I Ju| t  WH|  |O. say Thank  you ~ ~ /  i ~ l t  
Campaign Fund The Club was ARENA NEWS enclosed and the men will be 
,leased to discover they'dmade Reports from the able to work in a heated area. ? ~  ~,~. , :  
. . . .  Headquarters are as follows " f r all the many vot0s, 
more on th,s years dance .than : " i ~ ~ ~  ~:'~i~i~"~ '~ " ever'before. After deducting Theloggingoperationwlllhe The final deposit for1971wlll Q j .~ ~ ~  
the cost of putting on the dance startlngupagainsoon,'menand- be made onDecember24th and | Wd| do my utm.es.t tar you i° 
they cane up with a profit of machinery have been moved everyone isasked to honor their 1 PABT~ F E 
U17.17. ' out to the site. Due to this commitments before that date ? ~ ~  I l* 
At a meeting of some of the snowy weather we've been if they wish to get receipts for und our  nlUlllOlpali~J. ~ ~ ~  
members of the Arena having, the work on the 1971. . ,  A lmo d Rungs " ' ~  ~ ,~ i i~  
Kitimat Players Review 
BY LOUISE PRICE pat Rutledge as Mrs. Baker, the job. Clark Brewer, playing the 
I'll give out an Oscar to Alex boy's mother is unbeUe cable in part of the stern Mr. Baker 
Holm and Pat Hutledge for their her role. She makes the part of comes across rather well as he 
parts in the Kitimat Player's the nervous, overdressed, over sincerely makes the audience 
presentation of Come Blow protective mother come alive as believe that he would disownm 
. Mr .  Ev. C l l f t  
Thanks  to  
Dinnor Buns 
Oocktail Sausago Rolls 
Spooial Oakos 
Your Horn. The play opened on 
Dec, 9th at 8:00..p.m. in the 
if she herself has lived the part. his sons• The last Player to step 
on stage has a short 1 minute 
ALL  MY SUPPORTERS '  FOR THEIR  
CONFIDENCE AND THEIR  VOTE.  I WILL  DO • • . e . ". ~I[ 
' " ' :,'.*L .'.~ 
Nechako Elementary school to-~ 
a packed bousp.i~-, ,, .: : .~,.,~ 
The time is,¢he~pi~oseht,,ithe~ o. 
place,,-Alan's (Alex:• Holm! 
bachelor apartment in me ~:ast 
60's New York City. -The Story 
centers around Alan .keeping 
track of the girls coming and 
going through his apartment. 
his younger brother Buddy 
(played by Herb Brauer) and 
their ,confused conservation 
parents Who are trying 'to 
straighten out their 'bum' sons. 
The-set, planned by Stage 
Manager Doug Market axed 
assisted by his Set Construction 
crew Jack Feka and Jim 
Launing was exactly bachelor 
with the black leather furniture 
completed by a padded black 
leather bar. A firepl~ice in red 
~th~r,,~.,membe~s ..... wel', role. KathleenMahoney plays I MY  BEST.  .~ ~ '. ' * "~"  ' ~4( , . . . . . . .  ' " . . . . . . .  ! .'~.:~ " :  4(  
deser .v ipg , .ment ion~ are ,  Herb.. the. '.i)~rt' of"Adnt Gusaie".'and": . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  " '~ . . . . .  : ' ~ ' ' ' '  ":m ' " , ~ .~r , . ,~ .~"  . ' 
Brau~hb,played~the~,[iart~'of,/, th u~"she ~ii'rives'dt~the :l~st':~ '" . . . . . .  "~ ..... ~'" '""'" .......... '-~ " ' ; '" '~"  ..... ~" " " "  :' " ~ 
BuddySaket;.'Hetwo parts, the firstactu~illyd~s' mo/~entbe ing  the closes her'~b'ef0reentrancethe curtainis so, . . . . .  : ,  :~L, : : . . .  ' , '  ~r fy  ~ojs(Dhrll~#11 ~ / ~ [ ~  A / / ~  ~ E /~ ~ / # / ~  ~ 
• most difficult. He beings as a dramatic that it is hoped we will 4( .. " • 4~ 
shy, sehltered, ili-at-easeyoang see more of her in future ' ~  " " 4(: |~ .~ '~/  /~"~/~/~/K]~I~' ,~[~I [~T J r~ ~ ,ix 
boy who dresses in black suits, productions. ~ 1 . . . . _  : : 
narrow ties and haggy pants• Theplaywas directed by Tnm I wou ld f lke  to take this opportun i ty  to thank the ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ O  ~ ] ~ # F ~  l I LY  
. . . , :  
Slightly stooped s oulders nda Bennett' who was assisted by • 
shaky voice make the role. In Sheila Borman. Sheila also did * * 
the last act he becomes a man- . the job  of prompter. Lights " ~4( -k'~ 
about-town wearing the latest were done by Run Breuker and 
fashions~ swining with all the Dan Gueguon. Christ ine many peop le  who voted for me in the recent ,~ TO SKOBLUND NOT SPRINGS RESORT 1 ~ 
girls visiting every night club in wozney worked on props, while 
NewYork• It is hard to decide Make-up was done by  Marj " , election. " ~ " D INNER THE 25 - 26 DEC. ' ' " ' * 
who does the best female girl Brewer, Gall Vennard, -K ' " -k 
friend .role. Pippa Chicoine Kathleen Mahoney and Ann ok  , " " ~ "~ ,I~ .~ .~ .~ ~ .~ ~ ,t~,,~, ~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~t ~ ~f~ ~L ~ ~L ,~L~ 
plays the part of Connie, Alan's Campbell. Jim Brown hish john E. 00:  ~ --  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _  a:tt~',,, *~/L , ' *
girl friend and eventual school drama teacher who " 
financee. Sue Unia plays recently directed the hit "The 
Peggy, Alan's sometimes. Death and Life Of Sneaky 4~ . . :  , k  
brick and several 0p art prints scatter-brained girl friend who Fitch" was technical advisor• -K ' 4~ 
wants to make it in the movie Publicity and House 4( ' ~ ~ "  t~, f~, /  ~' 
finishedThe playit off.opens with' brother business• In their different Management was handled by ' I  would like to ~. .  i ~4( . ~ o  ~ ~ @ ,  .~* 
Buddy running away from parle they both do an excellent Mavis Holm. ' " "~ " ' t t t I ~ ~ ~ U S ' t  ~ ~ i ~  
h o m e  to  l i ve  w i th  h i s  b ro ther  n ~ h a " k n o ~ ' "  ' ' ' :  1 ' ~ ~r " n " " 
Bits and Pieces " " 1 " Alan. Alan questions himabout ! thelength of his stay and Buddy answers with "I took eight pairs for the overwhelming support at the pollS. I will try to fulfill ,g' 
of soxs, for me thats l~rmanent". They discuss each by D. Swanton tobacco, a tube .of toothpaste, a " your expectations. " . - • ' 
other and their relationship . . . .  comb, a pen, any thing you I ~ • o~ . 
with  .their ' father, a One of the most exciting know he needs. Mum "can r I 
manufacturer of wax fruit, things I remember about always usepanty hose, bobby ' " Dr. R0bo t Lee  N e w  Y e a r s  Frohc 
Buddy complains that his father Christmas was sneaking down pins, an egg timer a x~ultitude [ ~ ' ~ :~:L 
after him and .wonders stain at 5 a.m. and retrievittg of other things... I ~ w- ~ .~ 
keepShe, Alan stays out of it• Alan my stock l ,  from the mantel Christmas,Fill everyone'~it, s aSt°ckingnice waythiS'to I : ..... 31 s t ,  DEC.  _ i :  i- 
explains with "From me-*.he piece. It was always tuffed to 
expects nothing so:mats what t the hilt with goodies and two or . start Christmas morning. 
give him. .... They plan to live thLee nifty little gifts.,. . . 
together and divide everything " How come now that I sleep in MANY JOB'S IN ONE 
eouallvi ,,yea takeallthegLrls until 9 a,m. I don't get a 
oi~ the'east ide and I'll take all stocking any more? I think I've Many and varied are the 
thegirlson theWest side and I'll 'been ripped-off! responsibilitieS of the British 
Columbia Forest Ranger, He is. 
Thank You 
To all the people who supported me in the recentelection for 
Diredor.in Area C, Kitimat.Stikine Regional District. 
.-I~ . 'i ..... " " -  ' " ' '*• . . . . .  " . "  
SMORGASBORD. I.___ 
r. ,-I~ 
-K  
4 [  :: ' 
get' in trouhle before you." 
From L this the pray moves This year, surprise veryone, a combination Of manager, 
'quickly ti~. 0Ugh the boy§ deLng : even Mum and Dad ..with. a engineer, fire chief, botanist, 
disowiied ~ hy their father, * Christmas tocking. *It doesn't. - policeman, policeman, public 
Buddy's change fremquiet, ill- have'to hold candy end toys. • relations off ice; and an 
at.ease'boy to man-about-town, For  Dad put in a tin of pipe outdoenman. " 
Alan's gradual awarenessthat" ! . . " ' ~ i 
he is in love, their' mother,s | - ~ ,~ ~es.7~oe | 
appearemce, Alan's decision to I 
get married and their welcome | | 
back into the family. L~ 1 '  ' , . P [ [ 
EXCELLENT JOB 
All of the players,,:do' an  
excellent job, made' easy 
perhaps by the fact, that ouch 
seems tofit the rolehe has been, 
cast,in. Alex Holmes as the 
swinging b~che!or Alan comes ii
off~ perfectly ..and Kitimat tans" 
can loak+fo/~vard to seeing him .+. 
in future Player's productions. 
 HITE ,,& 
DAY 
-DINERS 
Fk~ATURING ,, , , ; "  ~ ". . 
AO'UA SAUNA HOT POOl .  - CO l .OUR T .V ; . , *  ~ " 
, COMPACT K ITCHE~IETT~JS  " ' ,~ ' "  " . . . .  ' "  
• t 'Utb"~. ;  3" fd!AVE, .  ' . '  
YOUR HOBT8 , . ,  • i " : '  ' :  ' ~ " " " " 
: , . .  ~ . 'MAR0 a SP I I~E~ £NEMARK " I~RINCE GEORGE ~'B .C . . ' "  
i i 
I ~ . 
TO 3 P.M.s' 1 " , ~"  ~ 9P .M. -TO 12 P.M . . . .  " ' ' n " : ~ ~r ~' ~  : ~ , 1 0  P.M. 
EVERYONE ~TO WHO 
:*.i: :./': ',":;i "g 
124 N O , r s  ~ ~ 
7 
. . : ,  ,32~9. EMMERSON~. NEXT TO 1 HOUR CLEANITiZING 
P IZZA-  FISH &,(:HIPS. CHAR. BROILED BURGERS ~'-' 'BRE, 
I L ~ . , i ~. m.~ ~ ~ ~4 
I TO SAY THAT,I AM VERY HAPPy. 
!AN~ :~I.w0ULo LIKE TO. THANK:ALL THOSE WHO 
. . , / , . , : :~ . .  ,.~ - ' c ;  • . . '  . ' : '  '. 
WORKED SO' HARD.FOR ME. n WlSHTO EXTEND A " 
SPECIAL. THANKS', TO THE; , J U N IOR: 'cHAM'BE R :'FO~''' 
:Lm=~.r - - - ' " ;  ": ~ '1WILLTRY AND LIVE.~;. 
p 
,!~;.~/! IINGTO.GETVoTERSQUTi!", •""*~":: ... • :,, 
" 'UPTO 'AT LEAST SOMEOr:XOUR;E)(PECTAYIoN$ AS A: ~ 
,: NEW'ALDERMAN,','"' '..":,:':i, ':":'/.~i~i -', :,,:.!':,,; i ;()'.'; :[; i": ~i'""iii *: "/~"'~ 
( ,  
:,~,•,~?~ DEO. 31st i JAN. lot 
2 8NORBASB011DS " " "'''L • T,d, 
~, SKOGL UIVD HO'I'SPRiNC 
" :. . ~p . i  : : . , . . ,  
' RESOB 
. ,4 ( ,~ 
: 4( , '  
,'; • ~1[,.  i 
nn i , ~ • , .  ' 
:,t .•; 
,. i .  ~ 
• i [ , , :  
' i f : :  : 
, . l  j ,  
• : f . .  : 
2" , :  ' . :  2 
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OUR OPINION 
On the care and nurture 
of sitting ducks? 
Pr ime Minister Trudeau seems to 
have been in a particularly com- 
municative mood at his recent Town 
Meeting in London, Ont. Describing, 
very much off the cuff, his govern- 
ment's tax package as "pretty 
revolutionary" he said: 
"Look, we're going to take one 
million people off the tax rolls and 
we're going to lower taxes for another 
five million Canadians. And, to do this, 
you have to juggle a lot of figures 
because we don't want the middle class 
people to notice it too much, because 
they are the ones who are going to have 
to pay for it." 
The Prime Minister was doubtless 
having some light-hearted fun, but 
there was more truth than poetry in his 
admission. Middle-income taxpayers 
are by now all too well aware that they 
are being treated as willing horses, 
loaded with more and more of the 
burden of carrying Canada financially. 
Later on in the London meeting, the 
PM showed that he at least u- 
nderstands the danger of reaching the 
point of diminishing returns in these 
tax policies. Explaining why his 
government was not doing still more in 
social welfare programs, he said: 
"That's all we feel we can do at this 
time without slowing down the 
economy and creating disincentives to 
invest among the middle classes, 
which would create much more 
unemployment and much more hard- 
ship." 
Prime Minister Trudeau used the 
conditional tense, suggesting that such 
unpleasant possibilities lay in the 
future, rather than the present. 
However, the recent minibudget, with 
belated tax reductions, suggests that 
even the federal government 
recognizes that the point of 
diminishing economic returns from 
taxation had already been reached. 
-F rom the F inancia l  Post  
Science- You and me '- Suzuki  
BY DR. DAVID SUZUKI 
• .Dr. Suzuki,is a professor of 
Zoology at UBC and the winner 
of several prestigious awards 
for his work in the field of 
genetics. He recently spoke to 
one of the largest student 
assemblies gathered this year. 
The condensed text of his hour 
long talk is reprodnced here for 
your interest. 
Within our lifetimes society 
has made a quantum leap into 
the age of science and 
technology. There is no place 
on this planet that one can go 
and escape the debris of man's 
inventions. A scant 15 years 
ago, science and technology 
promised a world of plenty, of 
leisure and no poverty in which 
machines would do our every 
bidding. Yet today, these 
dreams have changed to a 
nightmare of urban sprawl, 
environmental decay and ever 
more frightening weapons of. 
control and destruction. 
Many of us scream for some 
kind of stabilit3~ in this 
accelerating proliferation of 
new things, yet our insatiable 
appetites for novelty and 
titillation only feed the rate of 
change. Who is to blame, what 
has gone wrong? I would like to 
porpose the thesis that the root 
of the problem lies not with 
science, not with politicians or 
power-mad fiends, but with us. 
In the' past decade, we have 
witnessed an accelerating 
turnover in social fads, each 
heavy with its vision of the 
apocalypse and laden with all of 
the violent rhetoric of we-they 
politics. So we have lived 
through: ban-the-hemb, civil 
rights, anti-Vieinam,' university 
reform, • population and 
pollution and liberation groups. 
Yet today; nuclear weapons 
continue as a billion-dollar 
industry, , apartheid dnd 
segregation remain as rigid as 
ever, • the Indo.China war 
continues on, universities have 
commitment to their vision of 
the solution for the world often 
resembles the ruthless 
shd~tsight~dhess ~ of "the ~- 
industrialists they so 
vehemently decry. 
I cannot see how we can 
treasure the lives of other 
organisms so long as we show 
such contempt for human life. 
,How can we speak of the 
intrinsic worth of redwood trees 
or maintaining wilderness 
areas while human lives and 
minds are destroyed by 
apartheid, segregation and 
napalm? I t  is irresponsible to
say that Vietnam, French 
separatism, police brutality and 
the oppression ofwomen are not 
germane to the environmental 
problem. In fact, unless we also 
deal with these problems, the 
ecological crisis will never he 
solved 
I would like to pose two 
questions and deal withthem in 
order. 1. Will we survive the 
next lS to.20 years in the sense 
of, maintaining society as we 
know it? 2. If we do, will the 
world be a better place? 
Most of us have been involved 
primari ly with short-term 
problems and here I feel that 
the fundamental cause of many 
of our crises resides in the 
• autonomous nature of elite 
groups. In a complex 
technological society skills of a 
very specialized nature come to 
be practised by highly trained 
people. So  we have 
neurosurgeons,  c r imina l  
lawyers, brake specialists, etc. 
As each group of' specialists 
grows in size and importance, 
they come to acquire o r  are 
granted special powers of self- 
regulation that renders them 
Scientists hold a very special 
position in present society, 
since their work, when 
translated by technology, 
affects every aspect of 
civilization. Yet, by the nature 
of its languages, complex 
machinery and requirements 
for prior knowledge, science 
has remained cloaked from the 
prying eyes of non-scientists. 
Scientists, of course, are 
people with many reasons for 
being in science - curiosity, 
social status, fame, the Price, 
etc. But they are uniformly 
committed to the need for 
freedom in their work, a 
freedom which often abrogates 
any responsibility o the rest of 
society for the application of 
that knowledge. There is no 
question that we need science to 
destroy many of our myths and 
superstitions. Copernicus 
showed us that the earth was 
not the centre of the universe, 
Pasteur demonstrated that 
living things only come from 
other living things and Darwin 
explainod~bow man evolved. 
Each man evoked profound 
upheavals in his society that 
helped to rid us of ignorance 
and create a less egocentric 
view of man. 
Let me give you an example 
of advances inone small area of 
science - genetics - as an 
illustration of the potential for 
beneficial and destructive 
application to society. 
The most exciting area of 
science in the past ten years has 
been molecular genetics, where 
the actual biological anguage 
has been decoded. With' an 
understanding of how a gene is 
made and what it spe!ls,.it is" 
now possible to make genes in 
virtually immune from the test tubes and to consider 
suggestions and criticisms of . injecting them .into cells by 
the general publicl With the typing such genes onto viruses. 
autonomy, there is an In •fact, the first completely 
inexorable change ~. in synthetic gene was completed 
. commitment from the privilege at the end of May, 1970. This 
of serving the community toa  holds the promise of cures.for 
concern with growth and manyformsofinheritedmental.  
maintenance of powei" which too ' disease, diabetes, albinism and 
often conflict with the needs of so on. It also provides an 
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PENNY ARCADE 
WEDNF--~DAYI DECEMBER 15, 1971, 
:]" Ho *ho ho,  
sameinany 
'language 
• • . by  Nadine Asante ' 
,As the magic day approaches, 
children all over the world a~'e 
getting more excited at the 
prospect of a visit from Father 
Christmas. 
In Terrace as in most other 
parts of Canada, boys and girls 
will be..hanging stockings in 
front of fireplaces to, welcome 
Santa when he alightsJrom his. 
rooftop Sleigh and makes his 
, way down the chimney. But in. 
o ther  countries" santa" has' 
different t~'an'sportation, i s  
called'various other names and 
works  in  diverse wondrous 
ways. ' L " 
Films and advertising have 
tended to create a uniformity in i 
the western way of celehrfiting ] 
but in the old days there were ! 
many variations of the same 
theme. In some I~lian villages 
even now, Santa~ Claus is 'a 
woman whose name is  .La 
Besanta and she fills the 
children's shoes not their 
stockings with goodies. 
In Holland, Santa is called 
Sinterldaas. He doesn't come 
from the North Pole but from 
Spain. He arrives via ship and 
. is'accompanied by twenty little 
. black boys. Sinterklaas makes~ 
his way to Central Station in :: 
Amsterdam then he is taken by 
horse and wagon"through t e 
streets. While he distributes 
YOUR 
The Editor 
Terrace Herlad 
Dear Editor: 
Your publication of 
December 9 carried what can 
only be described as a 
prejudiced opinionated letter 
which could find the writer 
guilty of racial discrimination 
in a court of law. I took 
exception to the tone of this 
"third generation-interested 
Terrace reader." The "anti- 
JoUiffe" content of the letter 
was of no concern to me, that 
was merely a craft move, 
politically crucial and vote 
winning most probably. What 
which country, (I would also 
include refugees,) have several 
things in common. Obviously, 
initially the average immigrant 
has to "get.up and go" usually 
he brings with him know-how as 
well; but most of all he has the 
broad mindedncss and 
awareness of more than one 
country, continent, century and 
way of life. 
Another saying we had in 
Yorkshire was "Shirtsleeves to 
Shirtsleeves in three 
generations" - which being 
interpreted means: - the old 
man worked like a horse, the 
son did okay on his father's 
money but the grandson spent it 
anti-American is to he anti- 
British, is to be anti-black, anti- 
Raghead, anti-wop and as the 
sefl-righteeusness increases the 
hate becomes more intense. 
Self-righteousness is a 
scourage, so is Nationalism. 
Nationalism is the too of the 
super- capitalist, the 
warmongers, the average man 
should smile at big brother and 
forget the concept of nation. 
Yours truly, 
Peter Leonard Bailey 
Industrial Instructor at 
Skeena Secondary School 
Dear Madam Editor: 
Dear Editor, 
Please accept our-sincere 
appreciation for the excellent 
co-operation received by you 
with respect to the publicity 
given Remembrance Day in 
your paper. 
Editorily with respect o the 
event we concur. 
Yours sincerely, 
(R.E. Hainstock) Sec. 
The Editor 
Terrace Herald 
gifts and smiles and 
• handshakes, his twenty helpers 
run around questioning the 
Children whether they have 
been good or bad during the 
year. 
The bad ,  children are 
supposed to be gathered up by 
the helpers for the return trip to 
Spain but because nobody really 
admits bad behaviour the 
helpers are always emPtY 
handed. 
All the small gifts in Holland 
are put in a big box or basket 
which is brought into the room 
where the whole family is 
gathered. Each present has an  
accompanying verse which tells 
each person which gift is his. 
, For instance, if little Hans has 
an aversion to washing his neck 
his verse will thus identify him. 
all and ended up on the welfare. 
(Beware! third generation 
writer). 
Canadians should not be 
tethered by nineteenth ,century 
brainstorms like Nationalism. 
Nationalism can only fail; We 
have seen nationalism forced on 
people, ' the processes of 
elimination and' purification 
cause too much friction usually 
the "Fuehrer" of Nationalism 
and all his henchmen get 
. bunkered good and proper. If 
Nationalism is allowed to. 
germinate slowly it fails again; 
the outcome would be 
mediocrity, an incestuous 
sludge. Presently in Canada 
foreign- professors at. our 
Universities are ..being 
encouraged to leave, we are 
content o he nationalised and 
in your paper you have printed 
the unfriendly attitude of our 
neighbours. :.The thin end of 
the wedge is the mad. flag- 
wagging, we could become so 
vain so selfish and independant 
that Nationalism will make us 
blind. My great-grandfather 
used to breed dogs in Boston 
Massachussets, U.S.A.; the 
story goes that he bred a most 
beautiful terrier the animal was 
so in-bred.that it had fits until 
one day with great conviction 
my great-grandfather killed the 
beautiful thing because it was 
unbalanced. 
The,British class system was 
and still is unjust but like being 
" a Canadian it's a birthright. It 
is a right that can be. used 
intelligently, it's very difficult 
to be a good king, but not 
concerned me was the 
antagonism for the immigrants 
from the British Isles. 
I am from England, some 
people would say of my accent 
that it was unusual, I am part of 
: the "new breed of immigrant." 
I'm not in the civil service or in 
Union organization, I came to 
Canada in 1968 to go into 
education. Since I arrived I 
have worked hard like most 
immigrants I know, and most 
immigrants will tell you it's not 
easy, progress just outweighs 
the set-backs. 
The British gentlemen 
farmei's your "third generation 
Britisher interested reader" 
speaks about, were a minority 
fifty years ago and now they 
hardly rate. The "gentlemen 
farmers" •were misfits in 
Victorian "well.to-do- families. 
They were eccentrics and the 
adventurers, we hear this 
distorted image of them today 
in their legend; I think there 
might have• been a few 
"gent lemen fa rmers"  
emigrate, who were intelligent 
had foresight, were capable and 
were even successful. 
People with intelligence are 
almost always outward looking, 
it has been outward looking 
people who have left the islands 
in the North Sea called Great 
Britain. For every gentleman 
farmer who did not know what a 
donkey looked like, there have 
been thousands of ordinary 
people turn up in Canada from 
Britain looking for something 
better than they had back home 
and moreover prepared to work 
hard to achieve it.. 
I t  does not take 
generations to breed incentive 
to work, neither does it help to' 
get too inward looking when we 
start breeding. Nationalism isa 
hateful thing like racialism, I. 
'would say that these two traits 
were equally destructive, .. In - 
C0nada we are ashamed of our 
h istory of racialism, the 
redman in Canada was almost 
wipe out a hundred years ago; 
now in seperatism Indians are 
increasing in  number .and on 
average njoythe benefl~,o.f.a 
grade six•education. Do not 
everyone at the Hunt Ball is a 
three "Burk". 
Do • not let us blow the 
nationalist ~orn too hard, to he 
I read the letter written by Dear Sir: In most European countries 
• the religious significance ~ of 
"An interested Terrace The statement by. the Christmas i  primarily stressed Reader" which appeared in 
yesterdays Terrace Herald. It Canadian Dental Association with. most families attending 
annoyed and infurialed me to (23rd October) that 5z/t.million midnight mass on Christmas 
the point hat I felt I had to reply Canadians have no' chance- of 
before tomorrows ,election.:/. ~ irdcei~,ing' flu0ridh(~ed~*wfi~er - Eve.: " . . . .  
I am a tenth generafi0n ~ m~ts~eJybe  a'~c°nde~in~fi0ri:~ advanceS0thatDecemberF°°d is 'baked for weeks:in '~25,th 
Canadian and very proud of the of this particular method of is a day for family feasting. : ' 
fact. But. in point, I have 
nothing to show that I am 
indeed a Canadian citizen. 
We urge people to immigrate 
to this country from all walks 0f 
life, and from many countries in 
the world. 
These people, indeed for the 
most part make better citizens 
• than people born right here in 
Canada.. 
Regardless of whether people 
come from Great Britain, 
Irelandl Poland, or where have 
you. They have chosen Our. 
country' as their adopted 
homeland. 
If they chose to become 
Canadiansthen I say well done. 
Are they not putting forth more 
effort than most of us home 
grown 0n~? There is a law in 
this country against racial 
discrimination; .Is this in 
essence not just. that? 
I ask you l~ladam Editor, do 
we in the twentieth century 
have-to ask people how many 
generations they have been in' 
Canada before they can serve 
fluoride-administration, a d I 
am bewildered and 'disturbed 
that they should continue to 
campaign for water- 
fluoridation . . . .  . . 
I Would suggest hat fluoride 
he added to milk, in which form 
• it can reach the •entire child 
population of Canada (fluoride 
is of no value to adults), and 
then perhaps dental decay will 
he reduced. Thismethed also 
• overcomes the objections of 
those who, justly in my view, 
disagree with being forced to* 
drink fluoridated water . and. 
wash in it. 
What does the  Canadian 
dental profession have to say 
about his, or do they not care 
about those 5% million? 
Yotirs faithfully, 
Peter D. Smith 
public Relations Officer. 
BIG DISTRICTS 
.Forest Ranger Districts of 
British Columbia range insize 
us? from about 1,000 square miles in 
Let us judge people on their ..popu!ated areas to more. then 
merits, no f "  on their 4,000 square:miles in sparsely 
background. After all who is to settled northern regions.. .  : 
say which is the superior ace in 
Canada. 
Thank  you fo r  your 
indulgence. 
• (Mrs.) Nan Harrison. 
DEADLY KILLERS 
Far more.trees .are destroyed 
by insects and disease than by 
fires, ~ according to Statistics of 
the B.C. Forest Service. 
In Ghana, West Africa, 
Christmas is  the t ime for 
practical gifts and little Kwame 
or Abena receive clothes or 
school supplies needed for the 
following'year. Great stress is 
placed on religion by Christian 
Africans and after the lamb is 
slaughtered around 4 a.m. and 
the food is prepared, the whole 
family 'attends Christmas 
church services. The feasting 
begins upoD returning home. 
Little Greek boys and girls 
believe SL •Basil comes to visit 
them from the former Caesaria 
in Asia Minor. He comes down 
their chininey while they are 
sleeping and puts their presents 
under their pillows. / 
• An Interesting Greek 
Christmas tradition is that each 
family and. also each • place of 
business supplies • a huge 
Christmas cake in which i s  
hidden good luck charms. When 
the "head of the household• or 
business .cuts the cake each 
child is given a Portion and the 
lucky girl and boy to receive 
particular charms are named 
Queen and King of•Fortune•fer 
the forthcoming year. 
Travelling north again, busy 
Santa uses•his sleigh and .  
reindeer to land in N0rway but. 
changes his name to Jueleni. 
ssen. ~ Norwegian .children 
accompany their' parents tO 
church .in sleighs pulled by 
prancing', horses, with sleigh 
hells ringing out merrily in the 
crisp afternoon air. . . . . . . . .  
. After the  church ceremon~ 
which starts at 4 p.m. the Whole 
~family returns home to :gather :i
around' the freeand Sing carols. 
and receive presents 'which 
Juelienissen has left'under'the'. 
evergreen in their absence. " 
After Santa has covered the 
world in a matter of'a few hours 
he is ready for retfi'ement for. a 
year but first he stops at Iceland 
waffled their waY through the ~ • the vub l i c . . .  - ' ultimate weapon for total allow us to add the narcissistic and here it takes him thirteen 
crisis and now the ecology " I include as 'specialistS any biological control ~ince the vanity. Of Nationalism to the days to finish his job:' . He' 
movement has diverted its group, garage mechanics i injection of a Small number iof white man's errors in Canada. 
critics, 'In no case are weany • bus inessmen,  pol icemen,  g~nes could Completely cripple Indian saying that would match divides himself thirteenwayst0* lighten' , the taskL and. comes 
!i .nearer.a solution,, to any one of lawyers, doctors'and teachers. ~ one's mind or body.i . ' . i ~ . the anecdote of last.Thursday's every.day from December 24th: 
i m? pro me.m,s yet, newer, more Those of us in the University, For' those Wh,, hnia ,h..,: ,~: .  correspondent is "Whiteman to Janua 6 under adiff  ' . 
retevam issues auu tile niger I 'm sure a " . . . . . .  ,,,, ,,a~. ,,,,, b il f . . . .  . ry  erent 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  csence is.. fiction of he , ' name He turns his reindeer out. l re conscious of the s . . u d a ire and runaway from : ones. . . . in to . : . .  apparent• .way the Administration • and • . . . . . . .  t ..far it ' . • ' . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  ' .. future. I sadl oint ou . . . . . . . . .  to pasture during this time and 
un!mpor tance . .  Physical Plant, with all of.their a l ready  a,~oP~,o¢ t ~.at . . . .  A limey saying, in Yorkshire _ hel Icelandic mothers an 
~! . ~ the enormity of ~chissue • rules and regulations, become inie~c~ v i~ ' ,~ ' ,~s , , t s l i~h~ where I was b0rn is: "Where fa~h~'rs For exam-l~' "~'L~ d~~ 
necomes apparent to eacn im dimen - - -  ~ ' " "~"" '  ' , ,, t r.-, ~ - ,~ . . .  " pe ts to the activities Of a 'n attempt-- ,= '~',, . . . .  ~,, ' _ * there s muck' ithere s brass he peeps' through windows ! d r' 
i person mvmveai as our energy " the ver people they originally h v . . . . .  © " which "means that i f  one Is . .an : . . . . .  ' . . Y ereditary dlseaso Dr SOl ' doorswatehingchlldrentoeeeff and morale is.battered in the . startedtoserve I don 't mean•to ' " ' . . . . . . .  re ared to ut u . . . .  with . . . . .  " . . . .  Spiegelman, of Columbia p P P they are belnggood. That  day 
[ fight for ,chsng.e, we.shift rom. deny ~ the,  importance, and  UniverRItv,* ,~.-a,~.~ o.....~, L~, ~rdslflps like industrial ugly he is called 'Gat~n~. ,~,  • 
cause.tocausemmen.ope.tltaca necessity 0f: specialist,.i It i s  has descrJ~b~d"~l~e~i's~|o'nVo[ c!ties and .hard dir~, work. there Another day he lleks-~ut~H'~the i. 
.new rogue, may D.c. me Ke.y to their.relative.immunity from nieces 0f,Tirnses ~,~i~l,'..°~ J, . , .  is flnanmm, rewardat he end . tsand ns mum ling 9se : r . . . . . . . . . . . . .  po pa d fo 
transforming sec|ecy~ i hope and insensitivity o inspection .un ce,4,in' mo l~=~ , .  ~ .. . .  The average llmey=turns upin Christmas bakin and o 
that thecurrent eco~razewill and ~ crilCism : , = . . - .~  . . . . . . .  ~,,, c~u~, ,  • ~. . . g . n.that.  . . . . . . . . .  • . .  . t by the peo le ,. Hecallsthem.',selfreproducin . . . . . .  Canad~ with lots of enthusiasm day of course he • is called " 
. l as t !oMer  beeau~, i t  e0mes affected I~y them. that crua~s " magic bulle~:" and while thng. arid "courage but m0st of a l l  'Pofiicker' :i. '.. :"~..  ' :  
cruse to . .grapp!.mg wi th  .~ difficulties. ~  .~ , .  . . . .  - ~ " . .  maydeatroveancer,a..~.,-. . .  ~,o.,,~'~'~ optimism Just like immigrants ~ on. January 6 a Weary b'ut " 
. z.um .menml:sss~s,.of,man.on : ..:: I would like, to.lspend some sanle tools -,o,, ~,m ~- ,  to.North.~erlca/havelalways, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -  - . . . . . . . . . . .  ]iaDDY Santa Dohlts Rndninh'a ~
UIIS anet  - . . -7 ~ it~t~ll~ ~ ,,-,-.---- t- 
, p l  , " uuz rsear  the t ime With>,,~the:' group "L:"of / biolo~ical_o wea,..,,.*'~. .. . . : done ~0m~infl~, ll~:'tt ' , ,  the " . t 'oor  little.Dug DUrleum'the Snow. Who L'. park ing  spot ...... on Kal'um St ]  (Herald nosefor heme~,vhe ' ,  re Mr--'Ci~ua '
fanaticalthe ecoferv°rfreaksand dogmawhose~Of ; specialists With whom. i .am. ,  . - " ' ~ pioneer splrlt.. The  peoplewho knows,, when spring._ comes/  pc  ~'haps • . ~taf f  Photo)  ' ' ' '~ " . . . . . . . .  has his:year, s work'cut .... out . . . .for ii.. 
:/" ' :.~ i / . . . .  ' " , "~ . . . .  ' most ' :  fa~i l tar~: Scientists, " : ~ : :  '/(to be continued)~ ~/" l~Ve,~01d~tmt~y.no mare? ,~ there  R be a butterf ly f ly ingout  of tl i is "'/ " ' . " ' "  : " "Jdm making f~ C~istmas :ii
!i~ •. •,•~ • • • : • • ' •~ • i• '~:  •-i:•/•!:' ..... ~ ~'i i ~ ' • / • . .  • ,. •~: •.~ • :• ' :~nn,:~ :~ ~ .. 
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tbers of  the Arena Fund. Raising 
mittee were a pretty happy crew vv . . .  
yesterday upon receiving a cheque 
from the Italian Canadian Club. They 
are (left to right) Hans Muehle, Augie 
Geeraert, both active Committee 
members, Carlo Stella President of the 
Club and Bill McRae Co-chairman ef 
the Fund Raising Comndttee. I ~ . ,  vnnuou mnv v..--- 
THANKS CH0e0LATE FIGURINES ' ~ ~  
+Italian:Canadian Club TG ALL -I-I, IE V+TERS. AND I=SPECIAI.Iy "ro THIZ 0H0+0LATE INITIALS 
g iv  +,  +o ,o , ,o , , ,o  +,. ,, o .o  ELECTION WITH A GOOD END RESULT. + 
: e $ 17.17 to Arena woo,,, s .o .  
• " , • . ' o ' o . °  ° • 
T~rnac.eD;c~imnb~r~d~h'. nd ~) COrmoml~!~r~lapr~Saesn~e~i:!h~a:~ ~ i e o ~  ' '  'Gordon  L i t t le  ' BOX CH01~0LATES "~++~ 
held thmr annual Christmas to a v y p g P . - 
Dance. The proceeds from the people, be little ~eft o us ne~ore the 
danceweretogototheArena • area will be completely | |U | |  WMI| |0  $ , ]~Th l f l k  ]~og " I~  ~ 
Campaign Fund The Club was ARENA NEWS enclosed and the men will he 
oleased to discover they'd made Reports from the able to work in a heated area, f!r al l  tho many voto$, " 
~nore,(n this years dance than Headquarters are as follows: "' " * ' 
ever before. After deducting The logging operat|on will be The final deposit for 1971 will 
the costofputtingonthedance starting up again soon, menand - he made on Deeember 24th and l will do my ulm?st for you J 
they cane up with a profit of machinery have been moved everyone isasked to honor their 
out to the site. Due to this commitments before that date 
sn0wy weather we've been if they wish to get receipts for and our munioipahty. ~::::d F::|g$ ~" I 
.members of the Arena having, the work on the 1971. , .  % ~ l 
- Mr .  Ev. Clift Dinner Buns ¢ 
Ki t im,  t Pl ,  yers Rev iew 0oektaJl Sausage Roils I " " ' J '~ ' l  ' 
I'll give out an Oscar to Alex boy's mother is unbeile cable in part of the stern Mr, Baker 
Holmand Pat Rutledge for their her role. She makes the part of comes across rather well as he ' rh  a l l  ks  to  
' :: ::4!i 
• , ~ "-  " " :~  / • ~ : I 
:: i • /i~ i 
• . . . .  . . . . . . . .  at  work :  ...... i,: 
~.~~~w~ - .L~U'~! .~:  .~,~nd.a,,:o.d.k.~::m~t~ P~t~!~B~ ~~~'~' ,  : 
, ' " ' KittY,it Children*s,Theatre "Mitchell and~;mryYoun WhO " d~ebe in  " ' :" " " ;' • .. : " of ~ ler .mache .. g , 
,Tl]e .K'Sh_ain B~eU and+ .,.Tl~.ere wilLbe no,ad,~m~, lo~ ; : ++ks  towards its production. _sEedr~m!~uP,C_~pme!odEs ~ , iook~edP~ by Ca.r.ol~. e Ha.yes; 
l-roleeslO~aiwom.ea.'SUlUO wm ~,,,,-I~y_~y[ ._~.~ ,~v~ L_ . _  .. dato, OnDoc.17,18,andl9the~. ~.romp.u~Ls~'.~""=~;"2~_~'.'..n.. 5im..urgwn,. :q~n ,s~og] 
be holding tnmr c~lstmas expe~um run~or--,mms. ~ .~ll nresent "Snow White and .who~amom.cnar~em=nm~ ~....mama.c.ner, a.n0,n~ sm_~n~ 
• meetms. L,}. ~.e Totem ItS. m+~- i .  , .  HAPP¥+NEWYEAR '.... ++. the Seven+;Dwarfs of me Black +tip_ Snowy ..~:te,.,~.n~i~tv~n' ~ ' w}.U~L~_"g~t~e~wh~ 
he L, aKelae " i-lore1.. on  .2. _ . . .  ;- ' ,.~^,~,+,, rI~,mhnw wm I~dn Hearted, MaiO uun. .  7 . . .  enec[s w, ,c  ou~ ,.,~+es t " " " • ceas invite .-'u-+°" ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..__ at . ' me. " ;.  • .+ .+ Wednesday, December 1sthat7 ~,~£1ne~re~ac  ~ .them in 8 p,m. in Mt. Elizabeth High all. theother charac~ ~-vle Pr°~.de__son_.n.dk,~..+ec.,ts,. h+; . .  
D m . . , , . . . . . , v .  ,~__ . . . . . . _ . . . . :  . : .  _ ~hnnl . . - play. Drag+ m+-.~s~..-~ ..---.... r~rstur pure.+..# ,o .-+...s 
- CONCERT ce~e~raung a.xlappy New xear +.-.~...w.: • {Ira who has designea anu handled Fran Mmr - CHRISTMAS . . . .  he Behi.d the scenes, assisting Y-. . . . . .  ' " r Soconda onFriday, December 31st in t , . Caledonia Sento ~ • 
School will .be the site of a Lakelse Hotel Banquet Room 
festive Christmas conee~t on Tickets are almost all gone L .  __  • - " ' • , , . - -  i • - -  I 
Friday, December 17th; 7'30 '~  ~M~: '~O ~:ts ldt  at Tri I~ I  - - -  " - -  J , -  - - "  " _ I1  =--  [] - - " - -  - -  I - I -  ~ . i  
pmTh'eevpnnt*f~ehStasr~ch°~l":""'~n~etyK°~t cove:;:  wuunw,ew oaKery .  LTa. 
~mnasium, will feature skits, . The $25, . . " • ~z~'~ n~.=nn,- ~v A 635-6650 
plays and choral arrangements trance, drinks t a0~r Imzes aria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J . " " 
from five schoois in the Terrace parL7 ~av°urs" ~ I I i / ~ i ~  ' 
. . . . .  I Spoo ia l s  fo r  the  Week  ~'ea. . .... .. . . " 
The five schools involved in The;Terrace branch" of the " 
the production are the two high L0yal: i~'der of the.Moese are ~, ' 
sch°°Is' Caled°nia and S]+eona' spa'ringthe sale °f fir'°°° i ' + ~al  DINNER DUN~ ~ 
and three elementarY schbol on behalf of the ,S=rena Fund . . . .  
Contingents from Clarence ..Th..e:.prlee/o.r ~..ef.~ewut°edani~ ' 
+ 0 - - H + + : + . +  . . . . . . . .  . -  
+ KE i ' 0HRISTMAS OA S 
$417.17. 
At a meeting of some of the 
answers with "I took eight pairs 
parts in the Kitimat Player's the nervous, overdressed, over sincerely makes the audience 
presentation of Come Blow protective mother come alive as believe that he would disownm ~t~t~t#.~t~t~t~t~t~4t~t~t~t~#.~t~.~4t~t~t¥ ¥¥¥¥~t~t¥~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~t~ 
YourHorn. The play opened on if she herself has lived the part, hissons. The lsst Player to step ALL  MY SUPPORTERS '  FOR THEIR  
Dec. 9th at 8:00.p.m. in the on stage has a short 1 minute CONFIDENCE AND THEIR  VOTE.  I WILL  DO . . . . .  . . . . . ~  
Nechako Elementary school to 3 D.th~r., . ... member, s ...... ~el l ' ,  role. Kathieen Mahoney plays MY BEST. ~ i ,  '. ' , , ,  ,' "~ '" " " : . . . . .  : . , , . . . .  . ' , i . :~  14  des'ervipg,.mention :are Herb the:~art" o:  Adnt Gussie :a~d" ,.~ ,,~: < ...... *~•~ '""'" ................ ;"~u'~ ....... ~" :' "* .... " :::"*~'?"~' ....... ':-" Y l  ~ i ~  ~L: '~ ' '~/~ / : apackedhouse.;:,,;.: :-~.J~:~ ' .............. " -"" "" ......... :.~ . ~: i . . : .  :~ '"~ '* : --t~ ..... , , " '  - :  ', ' " . . ... , ,i,- ' '.. f~.;. ;: .~- 
place:-; Alen's :(Alex. Holm) BuddyBaker. HehctU~illydobs m'on~ent 'Sef0re the curtain ':" .... ' : ' , '-> .... - Borry @e|se]man -~ . 4( 
bachelor apartment in the East two parts, the first being the closes her  entrance ~is so-  
•most difficult, He beings as s dramatie that it is hoped we will : : 
60'sNewYorkCity..TheStory " - _ " _ , ~ ( ~" , . 4( 
centers around Alan keeping shy, sehltered, ill-at-easeyoung see more of her in future ~ / ~ - ~ / ~ ~ I K ] [ ~ N G ~  
track of the girls coming and .boy who dresses in black suits, productions. ' " : 
going through his spartment, narrow ties and baggy pants. TheplaywasdirectedbyTom ~ ~ _ _ ~ ~ ~ / ~ O ~ L ~ j ~ . , F ~ ] L  Y ~- . . . ;  i i 
his younger brother Buddy Slightly stooped shoulders and a Bennett who was assisted by " 
(played by Herb Brauer) and shaky voice make the role. In Sheila Bormaa. SheHa also did . I would-l ike to take this opportunity to thank the "•  
their• confused conservation the last act be becomes a man- . the job of prompter. Lights 
parents Who are trying to about-town wearing the,latest were donebyRonBreaker and : TO SKO6LUND HOT SPRIHGS RESORT straighten out their 'bum' sons. fashions, swining with al] the Dan Gueguon. Christine many people* who voted for me in the recent "~ ' ' 4( L 
The. set, planned by Stage girls visiting every night club in Wozney worked on props, while 
Mane er Doug Market and. New York. It is hard to decide Make-up was done by. Marj " . election• " "~ " 4( 4( DINNER THE 25 - 26 DEC.  ' 
assist~ by his Set Construction who does the best female girl Brewer, Gaff Vennard, 4( " 
crew Jack Feka a ,d  Jim friend role. Pippa Chicoine Kathieen Mahoney and Ann . " ok ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "~ ~ 
Lanning was exactly bachelor plays the part of Connie, Alan s Campbell. Jim Brown hish 
with the black leather furniture girl friend and eventual school drama teacher who John E. i)o : - ~.~ ..+~, ,?..~_ ~ . ~  .%:  
completed by a padded black financee. Sue Unia plays recently directed the hit "The 4{ ~/~. . . . . . .  , - - .  _ .~ .~ . . . . . . .  _ __. ...... ! .~ 
'~o'~ ; ~- '~ • [~ leather bar. A fireplfice in red Peggy, Alan's sometimes• Death and Life of Sneaky 
brick and several Op art prints scatter-brained girl friend who Fitch" was technicui advisor. 4( . : ~ ~  4( ~ ~ _ . . ~ ;  ~-" , wants to make it in the movie Publicity and House , ~ , ~ ~ -  
finished it off. business. In their different Manalzement was handled by I wouid like to , i ~ .~ ~ " 
The play opens with brother parts they both an excellent Mavis'Holm. - ' rh  k I , ,  "~ 
Buddy running away from do 
home •to live with his brother a l~ ( I l l  ~ i ~ '~ 
Bits and Pieces Li t1 tm 4  ' ti tf/ Alan. Alan questions himabout O" . • : . the length of his stay and Buddy for the overwhelming support at the polls. I will try to fulfill ~q~ 
o,.o. . ,o,  met+t. I '°ur'x''''t'°n' !* New .eor ,  . ,o ,  l~rmanent". They discuss each by D. Swanton tobacco, atube of toothpaste, a 
other and their relationship ' comb, a pen, any thing you . 4( 
with .their father, a One of the most exciting know he needs. Morn-can ' IC  i~ :  
manufacturer of wax fruit, things I remember about always use pantyhose, bobby ' ' " i~ :  
Buddy complains that his father Christmas was sneaking down pins, an egg timer a m.ultitude 4( ' . . L~.~:  4~ 
keeps after him and wonders stairs at 5 a.m. and retrieving of other things.. 4c • * • ?~:  
haLv Alan stays out of it. Alan my stocking from the mantel Fill everyone'S stocking this .~ " , 3 1 s t  D E C 
explains with "From me'he piece. It was always stuffed to Christmas. It's a nice way to T h ( I n k  Ya i~ ... ~ s12  PERSON : i ( -  • 4( ~ .... .. - . . .+  • . :. . . 
- . ' • "" • .. expects nothing so:thats what t the hilt with.goodies and two or start Christmas morning. 
Vl  • ,4~ give him~" They plan to live thLee nifty llttleglfts..; . . . + , : / , : :  :. ; |0  PER ~ :~ " :' 4( " 
together and divide everything How comenow thatl sleepin MANYJOB'SINONE 4~ .. , , .  : . .  • . '  i : , ' ; , : ~ :. ~ !.'~ii~ 
eaually: ,,You take all the girls until 9 a.m. I don't get a 
o~ the east side and I'll take all stocking any more? l th ink l 've  Many and varied are the 4( ..... • :~: . i  ...... . ' : . ~ . ' i : :.?~i ~ :.-::' 
thegirls'on theWest side and I'll 'been ripped-off! responsibilities of the British To all the people who supported me'in the recent'election for DANI IE  
get'. in trouble bofore you." Columbia Forest Ranger. He is. O, reo,o. ,..... ".'o"' O'"""' SMORGASBORD' '  : , [! From this the ~play moves This year, surprise veryone, a combination of manager, : i'~ M 
'quickly th~oI1gh ~ the boys deing " even Morn and Dad '..with a ~engineer, fire chief, botanist, ' • ' " i ' : • 'iii !. ' ~ ' '  
disowned by their father, Christmas tocking. It deesn -.policeman, policeman, public * ° ' ' " 4( • r•m. . ,~  ,L -r ,  • . . . .. ' • : . ~ . 
Buddy's changefrom quiet, ill- have'to hold candy andtoys, relations ~ office; and an ' ~ :.:.ISPK¢IAL THANKS '  *~ 4( '~ ~ ' "" :'*~ 
at-easeboy toIrish-about-town, For Dad put ins  tin of pipe outdoorman. .~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~t ,~ ,~ ~t ~ i~t  ~t .~ ~.~t  ,~ ,~,~ "~ i':~ 
Al~in'sgradual wareness that' " 3'0 E~/ERYONE WHO ASSISTED ME WITH MY 
appearance, Alan's decJsl(Jn to " > . MA.~,  . CAMPAIGN.  4( . : • :  
get married and their welcome : " " ANNA OYMAN ' , : : .  ~ ' '  , '  ~ . i !"  f .  . . . .  ' ' [~ :  
,EXCELLENT JOB : : :  . C la rence  C leve  i .4( : ~ 4( 
All. of the .,players~ :"do an 
excellent job ,  made '  easy P |NE  ~OT~L , '  i:. " ..i : ., . ~ ~ i  o' I  "/ 
perhal~S by the fact, that ea~. . ,~..x, , ,~  ~, pro,c, ,so..~.. O,L¢ 0.~ .oTs'" : ''''', ' :~ ~1~1. , : 
seems to'fit he rolehe has been, ~ . . . . . . . .  .'G ' ' ~ ~ m ' " . . . . .  P r r d ~k ~ ~ 
cast'in. -Alex Holmes as the F~ATUm, .... ~,,  v • ' ' 'AouA SAUNA HOT POOL.  "~ COLOURT,  , s~nSinsb~¢helorAlaneomes : PrI I k k ' ~O "~T ~ IT~"~ ~TT~S ~ I ( :F ' iRSTOFAL~LIWiSHTO SAY T .A~. ;~ VSnY.APPY, '~ ...... :~?'!!ii:;// i " DEC. 31st I JAN. 1st 
~i '  . '~ :~ '  ' " " ' " " off.,l~rfectly:andKitimst f~ns" . ,  Vou. HO.'s '1 1 '~ ' ~'r I q '~ ~ ' ' ' I . ' ' . . . . . . . . .  DANCES '  ' ;  cal~ 10ck fo~ard  to seehig h l m :  E TO' THA'HK'ALL THOSE WHO '~-' ' ~;.:;:~ ~ ~ ;~: :~ ' ';~ I .... ' I 1 ' : ' ' 
in fut~e Player's productions. . : ~' ' .MARG 8, SP IKE  ENrMAn H ' r & I ea  NCE'OE~OROF- , .  B ,C .  , 
• ; "  , i ' .  ', '. i :,, ' , .  ' WORKEosO~HAR0:'FORMEI • i'WISH'¢0EXTEH0'A' ~ ; :~:" : ' : ' : : '~!:"  2rL  : * :~ 
" :: -'(~]!::::!:~ ;;; '. 2 SMORGASBORDS " , ~" . I 'I " I  :',~r~ I::k4"'' ~'' ~'I: 
, SP~ClAL,~"A"~S TO T..,,~UNIO...C.AM"~" FO. "i~; :: '  ::"'~':"* i: ] i S' NIIaTS i Aeo0iODATidN ii~]iii; ~'*: 
:YHEIR:,:,ALL'~,CANOiOATES: cMEE'TIH"O ; AND FOR,  ' ' . . . . .  " : : J  0 ,,, );:;'~,!i!ii~]; 
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Rams, Redskins College.. hockey U.S, 
in 'civil war' producing NHL players .,. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  It 
wan billed as a civil war. And to 
some it was. The result put 
George Allen's Washington 
Redskins into the National 
Football League's National 
Conference playoffs. 
The 38-24 Washington victory 
Monday night left Los Angeles' 
Rams, Allen's team for five 
years before he was fired and 
moved on to Washington, with a 
longshot opportunity for the 
playoffs. 
It was Allen's first game 
against he Rams since he was 
fired after the 1970, season. 
He said afterward that 
"there's no bitterness with my 
No liquor at 
minor hockey 
HAMILTON (CP) -- Board of 
control voted unanimously 
Monday to turn down an ap- 
plication for the sale or serving 
of beer or liquor in areas where 
minor hockey is played. 
The issue came before the 
beard when two groups ap- 
peared to ask permission to 
build a double-rink arena on 
Hamilton Mountain. 
One group proposed that a 
banquet hall be built between 
the two rinks and that liquor be 
served in it. 
Frazier 
repeats 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Joe Fra- 
zier was named Fighter of the 
Year for 1971 Tuesday by the 
Boxing Writers Association. 
The world heavyweight 
champion, who also was the 
group's outstanding fighter in 
1969, will receive his second 
Edward J. Nell Memorial 
Award. 
The award is named in honor 
of the former Associated Press 
boxing writer who was killed 
while covering the Spanish Civil 
War in 1938. 
In his only bout in 1971 the 27- 
year-old Frazier knocked own 
Muhammad All in the 15th 
round and won a unanimous 15- 
round ecision March 8 in Madi- 
son Square Garden... • .. 
The fight, in which each man 
received a guarantee of $2.5 
million, was one of the most 
talked about in years and be- 
came known as The Fight. 
Frazier's victory over Ali was 
so big that no other boxer was 
nominated for the Nell Award. 
Frazier is scheduled to return 
to action with a title defence 
against Terry Daniels of Dallas 
Jan. 15 in New Orleans. 
The 1970 winner of the Neff 
Award  was world lightweight 
champion Ken Buchanan of 
Scotland. 
Old truck drivers never die. 
They just can't make the grade. 
relationship with the Rams. I'm 
glad to win and glad to be back 
in the Coliseum although it's my 
first time in the visitors' 
dressing room." 
The Rams, under former 
UCLA coach Tommy Prothro, 
were rated one touchdown 
better before the kickoff. The 
pre-game talk was Washington 
defence vs. Los Angeles of. 
fence. 
The passing potential of Bill 
Kilmer didn't draw much 
notice. But the 31-year-old "No. 
2" Washington quarterback, 
playing ahead of the mending 
Sonny Jurgensen, threw three 
touchdown passes as the 
Redskins ran up their highest 
point total of the season. 
COULD WIN EAST 
Washington could win the 
Eastern Division on Sunday if it 
defeats Cleveland Browns and 
first-pisce Dallas Cowboys lose 
to St. Louis Cardinals. But, with 
it's 9-3-1 record, Washington is 
assured of the NFC wild-card 
berth going to the club with the 
best runner-up record. 
The Rams, 7-5-1, meanwhile, 
are through for the season 
unless they beat or tie Pitt- 
sburgh Steelers and Detroit 
Lions upset San Francisco 
'49ers Sunday. The '49ers 
moved half a game ahead of Los 
Angeles when the Rams lost to 
Washington. 
After Curt Knight tied' his 
personal distance mark with a 
wind-aided 52-yard field goal to 
tie the score at 10-1O in the 
second quarter, the Rams drove 
to the Washington 19.0n fourth 
and two, the Rams passed up a 
field goal attempt and quar- 
terback Roman Gabriel was 
stopped by Pardee one yard 
short of a first down. 
Allen, considered the more 
conservative of the two 
coaches, made his gamble after 
defensive back Ted Vactor 
blocked a 29-yard field goal 
attempt and Kilmer capitalized 
with a 32-yard touchdown pass 
to Clifton McNeil for a 17-10 
lead. 
yactor, a three-year veteran, 
recovered a fumble on the next 
kickoff at the Los Angeles four, 
including an automatic first 
down on a defensive holding 
penalty against the Rams, it 
took Washington seven plays to 
score, with Larry Brown 
carrying in on fourth down and 
the football ess than a foot from 
the end zone. 
Mike Bass outfought Lance 
Rentzel for the ball. at the 
Rams' 45 and three plays later 
Kilmer threw a five-yard touch- 
down pass to Roy Jefferson for 
a 31-10 lead. 
The Rams struck first when 
Kilmer's former U'CLA 
teammate, Kermit Alexander, 
intercepted his pass and raced 
82 yards for a touchdown. 
But Washington struck 
quickly when Kilmer hit Jef- 
ferson on the Rams' 27 and 
Jefferson beat defenders 
J immy Nettles and Dave 
Elmendorf on a 70-yard touch- 
down play. 
PUSHING TO THE LIMIT 
Canadian Women's Figure Skating transport system. Miss Magnussen, 
champion, Karen Magnussen, 19, of one of the world's top skaters, will 
Vancouver, watches indicator on compete in the Canadian cham- 
ergometer during a training session at pionships at London, Ont., in January, 
Simon Fraser University in Van- the Winter Olympics in Japan in 
couver. The ergometer, which looks February and the world chain- 
like a training cycle, measures the pionships at Calgary in March. 
maximum capacity of Karen's oxygen (CP Wirephoto.) 
TWO points .separate leaders 
TRAIL, B.C. (CP) --  Ken 
Gustafson of Spokane Jets and 
Terry Jones of Nelson Maple 
Leafs remain one-two in the 
Western International "Hockey 
League scoring race. 
Gustafson picked up two goals 
and three assists last week to 
increase his point total to 40, 
including 19 goals. 
Jones has 38 points on 17 goals 
and 21 assists, followed by 
teammate Ernie Meser with 35. 
l r  l i I l l  
I Archie 
. . ' . L  . . 
The Jets hold an eight-point Scoring Leaders 
lead on the Leafs in the stan- 
dings. Spokane has 34 points, 
Nelson 26 and Cranbrook Gustafson, Spokane 19 21 40 
Royals 24. Terry Jones, Nelson- 16 19 35 
Ran Hnston, Spokane 17 14 31 
Standings Trembeckey, Spokane 7 23 30 
GP W L GF GA Pts B. Martin, Cranbrook 14 15 29 
Spokane 21 17 4 102 57 34 Barry Holmes, Nelson 9 19 28 
Nelson 23 13 10 108 80 26 E. Sutcliffe, Cranbrook 7 21 28 
Crapbrook 25 12 13 87 92 24 Tom Foxcroft, Nelson 17 9 26 
Kimberley 21 8 13 53 70 16 Strimbiski, Spokane 15 823- 
Trail 24 7 17 69 120 14 Ken Hicks, Cranbrook 10 13 23 
| I I i l l  I I  
NEW YORK (AP) -- United 
States college hockey, whicl) is 
producing more and more 
National League players, gets 
its major showcase in several 
professional rinks over the next 
few weeks, and don't think the 
pro scouts won't be watching. 
With goalies Tony Esposito f 
Chicago Black Hawks and Ken 
Dryden of Montreal Canadiens 
its most promii~ent graduates to
the pro game, college hockey 
has gained considerable stature 
in the last few years. 
There will be major tour- 
naments a t  New York's. 
• Madison Square Garden, 
Boston Garden, st' Louls-Arena 
and I)~troit's Olympia during 
• the Christmas holidays and with 
more major league expansion! 
due for next season, the talent. 
hungry scouts will be covering 
them all. • 
"You have to," saidDenis 
Ball, director ~)f the New York 
Esposito, a product ' (  
Michigan Tech, and Drydm 
who played at Coniell, are th 
best known products of th 
college game but by no mean 
the only ones. 
24 DRAFTED ' 
'!There were. 24 collegian 
drafted by NHL teams las 
,! Rangers' farm system. "This is summer and 16 of them were. 
where, the talent is going to be  turned pro," said Ball. "That'g 
.coming from." " ' a pretty good percentage." 
So the Rangers will cover tbe . .  Included among those16 were 
tournaments in the four NHL Curt Bennett of St. Louis Blues, 
rinks and three others , who pliayed at Brown. •Two of 
scheduled for minor- league.  Bennett's brothers, Harvpy, 
facilities at Cleveland, Flint, who plays for Brown, and John, 
Mich., and Syracuse, N.Y. who plays for Boston College, 
" will be opposingeadh other in 
Like your bumper. 
Four.bag teams 
dominate records 
BOSTON (AP) - -  The 
champion Baltimore Orioles, 
Detroit's Mickey Lolieh, 
Oakland's Vida Blue and 
Milwaukee's Ken Sanders 
dominate the off ic ia l  1971 
American League pitching 
records announced today by 
president Joe Cronin. 
The Orioles, featuring four 20` 
game winners, led the league 
with a 2.99 earned average, in 
complete games with 71, in 
fewest runs allowed with 530, 
and in fewest earned runs 
surrendered with 470. 
Baltimore's 20-game winners 
were Dave McNally 21-5, Pat 
Dobson 20-8, Jim Palmer 20-9 
and Mike Cuellar 20-9. 
It marked the first time a club 
has.had four 20-game winners 
since the Chicago White Sox in 
1920. 
There were six other 20`game 
winners, giving the league a 
record-equalling group of 10. 
The record was set in 1907 and 
equalled in 1920. 
Other members of the 1970 
group were Lolich 25-14 and 
team.mate Joe Coleman 20-9, 
Blue 24-8 and Oakland's Jim 
Hunter 21-11, Chicago's Wilbur 
Wood 22-13 and California's 
Ander Messersmith 20-13. 
TOPS IN EIGHT 
Lolich topped the league in 
eight departments-  victories 
25, starts 45, complete games 
29, innings pitched 376, 
strikeouts 308, hits allowed 336, 
batters faced 1,415, and tying 
for most sacrifice flies per-. 
mired 12. 
Lolich pitched the most in- 
nings since Ed Walsb's 393 in 
1912. His complete games were 
the most since 1946, and his 
strikeout total was the highest 
since Sam McDowell's 325 in 
1965. 
Blue, the Cy Young Award 
winner, captured the earned- 
ran average with a 1.82 mark, 
edging Wood, who had 1.91. The 
I I I I  i 
By Bob Montana I 
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22-year-old Oakland southpavi 
posted eight shutouts, one shy of 
the league record for lef- 
thanders et by Babe Ruth in 
1910. 
Sanders, a relief workhorse, 
led the league with 83 game 
appearances, five shy of the 
record set by Wood, a White S0x 
reliever •in 1968, and in saves 
with 31, three under the 
American League record. 
Sudden 
death 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  A sudden. 
death game for the Memorial 
Cup is a possibility, says Gor- 
don Juckes, secretary-manager 
of the Canadian Amateur 
Hockey Federation: 
Juckes said in an interview. 
today that the junior hockey 
council of the CAllA is working 
on plans for a round-robin tour- ' 
nament bringing together the 
junior champions of the OHA, 
Quebec and Western Canada 
leagues. 
The two top teams from the 
the Eastern College AthletM 
Conferenee's Holiday Hockey 
Tournament in New York Dec. 
20-21. • 
Also ,in the" New York tour- 
nament are Notre Dame and St. 
Lawrence University. Before 
the New York torn'nay begins, 
Notre Dame will play Boston 
College at Chicago Stadium. 
Cleveland's tourney also runs 
Dee. 20-21 with Bowling Green, 
Princeton, ~'ale and Ohio State 
entered. On Dec. 22, the 
Christmas Festival in Boston, 
also run by the ECAC, begins, 
with Northeastern, ~ Boston 
UniVersity, New Hampshire 
and RPI competing. 
WESTERN ONTARIO IN 
Pennsylvania, Haryard, 
Wisconsin and host St. Louis 
University play in the St. Louis 
Invitational beginning Dec. 20,. 
and Michigan State, Michigan 
Tech, Dartmouth and Notre 
• Dame are in the Great Lakes 
Invitational at Detroit starting 
Dec. 22. 
Trevino's sweep 
gains award 
NEW YORK (AP) - -Golfer 
Lee 'rrevino has been named 
Sportsman of the Year by 
Sports Illustrated magazine. 
The magazine announced 
today that its editors had voted 
• . . . • 
[BI" ' ' " By 'ng[ 
- , • . L ' . ' "  ' . ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' " . ' . "  ' " ' ' :  I .  ' ' "  ' " ' 
ondze. L "  ' . , : . . . ' . : .  ..... .Ch, cYou  ,,
AFIVE-COURSEGOUC~M¢='I?I ' [  ~ 'HAT~ ~ "' ' ' ~ ARE: A GLABSOF WATEI~, 
. : ; . : ,  . , . . . . L ; :  . j  . " ' ' L ; .  . .  
round.robin would play a single 
game for the national title. 
Juckes said such a plan had 
two advantages. 
"It would allow the leagues 
more time to finish their own 
playoffs.~ And. the~ single ~ game 
• would bei televised nationally:~' 
If the round-robin plans don't 
go through, playoffs will be re- 
quired between Quebec and On- 
him the honor over such ath- 
letes as heavyweight boxing 
champion Joe Frazier, tennis 
ace St an Smith add major 
league baseball stars Vida Blue 
and Roborto Clemente. 
i Trevino's main accomplish- 
rnent was'a sweep of the U.S., 
i British and Canadian Open ti- 
tles in the space of a month. He 
won six tournaments and 
ratio leagues with the winner earned $221,000, finishing 
meeting theWestern champions second to Jack Nicklaus in the 
in a best-of-seven series, golf tour's money list. 
I DAILY CROSSWORD... ,,, I 
ACROSS .42 Microscropic 
one:celled 
1 Insincere anim'al: Var. 
5 Sit on one's 44 Vertex 
heels 45 - -  Christian 
10 S. African Andersen 
native vii!age 46 Noted London. 
14 Rock fissure street: 2 words 
containing 48 "Tristan 
ore and - - "  
15 Stomach: 50 Consume 
Informal 51 Comforts 
16 Misplace 53 Brief violent 
17 PFC, in the . windstorms 
U.S. Army: 57 Kind of hat. 
Informal 61 Be sullenly 
19 Tune aloof " 
20 •Unpleasant 62 Batting, 
atmospheric in baseball: 
, conditions 3 words 
21 Cut away from ' 64 Fork prong 
the tree trunk: 65 Sea nymph 
2 words 
23 Wars of 
the ---:~ 
Sporadic war 
of England. 
25--'King Cole 
26 Heavy cavalry 
swords 
29 Reduced to 
shreds 
34Stomach : 
35 Having no 
irregularities 
... 37 Official of 
ancient Rome 
38 Burglarize , 
39 One extending 
a welcome 
41 Large covered 
truck 
2 3 
i 
14 . ~ .  
17 
ZO 
"' 28 
34  ' 
]B "' 
~ • 
61 ' 
66 Mr. Ambler 
67 Asterisk 
68 Lovers' 
69 Destruction:. 
7 Baseball 33 Crowded closely 
officia : together 
Informal 36 Kind of meat 
8 City In Iowa 39 Nasser's.first 
9 Absolute ruler name 
10 Inclining 40 Having life 
ob!lquely 43 More barren 
11 Bull, 45 One who tends 
in Madrid horses 
12 As it would 47 Finally: 2 words 
be, provided • 49 Become 
meeting place that: 2 words diffused 
13 Unhearing gradually 
obsolete 18 Norse god. 52 Trees" 
of thunder 53 Certain air- 
DOWN 22 Clear color- craft: Abbr. 
less liquid 54 Give up 
1 Shine '24 Tall tower 55~Forearm bone 
brightly 25 Quarrel: 56 Move 
2 Unfrequented Slang vigorously 
3 Thought 27 Smell 58 Frances 
4'Sca(ter things 28 City of many Burner 
• profusely on tongues 'heroine . 
a surface 30 Feed the kitty 59 Pertaining" 
5 0neemphasiz. 31 Attempt O 
ing a point - surpass 
6 Quantity 3Z African 
of paper antelope 
to the ear 
60 Part of 
a garment • . 
" 63 Attempt 
NNN 
31 32 33, 
4t 
f~ 
@NN 
5B 59 60 
:,2 
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.$ - card  Of Thanks  
I wish to thank the ,seven 
hundred and sixty two Electors 
who voted for .me in the 
Municipal Elections, and to 
congratulate he Candidates 
who were elected to office. Also 
to express my appreci.aliDn to
the Returning Officer and his 
Staff who worked so hard to do a 
thorough . job in such 
exceptional circumstances. 
Thank you. 
Peter Moore (P-79) 
13 - Persona l  
Our Weste-Fuil Society. (P.90) 
Are you sick and tired of being 
sick and tired? Let Alcoholic 
Anonymouse help you. 
Mee.tings 
Alanons meet every Wed. 8 p.m. 
Skeena ValleyGroup every 
Thurs., 9 PM. 
Terrace Family Group every 
Sat., 9 PM 
All meetings held in the old 
-Library Building at Kalum and 
Lakeise Ave. 
For information write Box 
564, Terrace,.B.C. or phone 635- 
2830 or 635-3448. (CTF) 
14-  Bus iness  Pers0na l  
GENERAL ROOFING 
NO job tso big 
No job too small 
See your roofing specialist 
STEVE PARZENTNY 
ROOFING CO. I~'rD. 
General Roofing (Bonded] 
Phone night or day 635-2724. 
(CTF) .i 
FORRENT 
Rubber-tired Tree Farmer " 
Skidders, Models ca; C6, C7; 
Contaet us for details -
Vancouver 021-6811 
Prince George 563-7181 
Kamloupa 372-5282 
ROBERT MORSE CORP. LTD. 
(CTF) " 
ALLAN J. MeCOLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635-7232 
Res. 635-2662 • 
Terrace, B.C. (CTF)~ 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS? 
Hand-made lamps, tables, 
:glassware,• etc. 
946 Paquette St. 
Thornhill 
Phone 635.Z629 (C-79) 
•WATER WELLS 
Call your locally owned company 
to serve you better. All work 
guaranteed. 
CLEARWATER DRILLING 
LTD. 
Hwy. 16 East Terrace, B.C. 
Phone ~;-6106 
Evenlngs 635.3676 
20-  He lp  Wanted  - 
Female  
CASHIER-TYPIST 
14-  Bus iness  Person 'a l  
Por theJ~"Be~s "~ 'n~J~ Estai e 
Service without Ob~,  
call 
PRUDEN & CURRIE LTD. 
'*Realtors" 
4641 Lazelle Ave. 635-6371 
(CTF-3). 
Complete septic systeml 
installed. Backhoe work by | 
the hour, or contract. . | 
For free estimates call 635-.| 
3065 (CTF) | 
For your Radio and T.V. 
Repairs, Phone 635-3630 across 
from the Legion. 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
(a division of Fred's 
Refrigeration) (CTFI 
Television and Electronic 
Servicing. Phone 635-3715 
anytime. (M) 
PIANO TUNING - Robert B. 
Spears, 891 Paquette. Phone 
635-7391. If ne answer leave 
name and number at 1655-2318. 
i 
SEWING MACHINES - BEST 
SELECTION - BEST VALUES 
IN TOWN. BERNINA, 
OMEGA, .NEWHOME, 
HUSQDVARNA,  & 
PHILLIPS." PRICED FROM 
$59.95 UP, INCLUDING 
WARRANTY AND FREE 
MACHINE LESSONS. 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
4623 Lakelse Ave. 
- Do you know someone who is 
ambitious, who prefers 
interesting and diversified 
office duties? Then the variety 
• of work here among our group 
of friendly, career-minded men 
and women should have special 
appeal. 
- You will enjoy our modern 
offiee, opportunity, for 
advancement, all the benefits of 
a ~.big;~ national,, eompariy~-yet 
work near home. Send your 
friends in to see us -- Or e'ome in 
yourself. 
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 
CORP. 
4608 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. (C-81) 
Required one experienced part- 
time teller. Salary $21 - $24.50 
per day. Apply to Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Terrace. (C-81) 
24 - S i tuat ions  Wld.  - 
Ma le 
Odd jobs of any kind wanted by 
young man. Also has truck 
available. Phone 635.2321 
(syz~) 
28 - Furn i tu re  fo r  Sa le  
Wanted to buy good used. 
furniture. Contact Freds 
.F~rniture 635-3630 (CTF) 
Are you paying too much for 
furniture. If so try our furniture 
renting plan. We rent complete 
bousehald furniture including 
.'IV with option to buy. Freds' 
Furniture, 4/134 Lakels~ Ave. 
635-3630 (CTF) 
New & Used furniture .& 
Appliances. Discount pri~s. 
FAMC0 Homes. 635.6174 9 am - 
6 pm. (CTF) ._ 
! 
Wesher-Spin dryer in excellent 
condition. Phone 635-4270 after 5 
p.m. (C-65) 
32 - Bicy les ,  Motorcyles 
635-2111 
THE HERALD, TERRACE - KITIMAT, B:C. 
.% 
33 .- For  Sa le .  M isc .  47. Homes fo r  Rent  
' For Sale - 1 used automatic [ Furni~ed C'abins-weakly and 
washing machine in good[ monthly rates; Cedars.Motel. 
condition. Phone 635-2221 (C-80). Phone 635-2258 (CTF-3) 
1 Electric Cord Organ and 
haneh. $75. Phone 635-2749 (C- For r~t-one bedroom furnished 
81) home available 1st of January. 
Phone" 635-2443 (P.77-81) 
Drum Set for sale-  excellent 
condition - would make a good Aflractive 3 bedroom home, W- 
Christmas present. Phone 635- W throughout, stove and frig 
3698 (P-82) included. $215 per month. 
Available January 1st. Phone 
34 - For  Rent- Misq . ,  
635-777o. (P-77-81) 
For rent 3 bdrm. house $150; 
For Rent- Indoor storage space Maple St. Phone 635-6956. (P- 
for motorcycles,, campers, 81) 
skidsos, boats, pickups, etc~ 
Phone 635-2603 (CTF) 3 bedroom house in 'I~hornhill. 
Phone 635-3676 (C-82) 
37 - Pets For Rent - 2 bedroom duplex 
with fridge'and stove. Phone 
Persians: P-B $25 and $30. 692- 635-5773 (P-79) 
3655 after 6 pro. (Burns Lake, 
B.C.) (@81) 3 bedroom house fDr rent. Phone 
635-2471 (P-81) 
Registered Cairn Terriers pups 
(seottishbreed) Have had their 4g - Suites for Rent 
shots and ready to gD at reduced " 
price. Ideal ehlldren'spet. Can One bedroom fundshed apt., 
be seen at 2502 Pear St. phone close in. Trailer spaces availab- 
635-2380 (C-98) le. No dogs. Phone 635.5350. 
(CTF) 
38 -. Wanted - Misc. ,  
2 Bedroom suite with stove and 
WANTED - Typewriter in good fridge. Very eomfortable- Quiet 
working condition.. Phone 635- working couple only. Private 
9973. (STF) entrance- low rent. Call 635.57~8 
- Immediate occupancy. (STF) 
Wanted- Rigid frame type bike, 
BSAor Triumph wlllbe used for For Rent in Thei'nhill at 968' 
chopping. Call Bruce. Phone Mountainview Blvd. 1' and 2 
635-5701. (P-90) bedroom furnished units. 
_. Elsctrie heal  Phone 635-2577 or 
, For fall planting of trees or Apply 4702 Tuck Ave. (CTF) 
, shrubs call at Uplands Nursery, 
Halliwell and Kalum Lake Two bedroom basement suite 
• Road. Open: 2-6 p~m. Mon. to' with fridge and stove. Working 
Fri. couple preferred. $110 per 
10-6 p.m. Sat. Closed: Sunday month plus Hydro. Three 
(CTF) blocks from downtown 
Available Dec. 16th Phone 635- 
Wanted to purchase-Run-down 3455 No Pets. (CTF) 
dwelling. Preferably with Two bedroom basement suite 
acreage but would consider close to Sellouls and downtDwn. 
everything. Apply Box 712-Tha For information phone 635-5262 
Herald (P-79) (P-79) 
41- -Mach inery  fo r  Sa le  2 bedroom furnished suite for 
rent. On Queensway. Phone 
80 AMP automatic Battery 635-313i' (C-82) -...~.., 
Charger. Model "280" "Silver . . . .  
Beauty.? $280 value. $160.. One bedroom- furnishecl 
Phone 632.3868 (P-82) basement suite. Heat included. 
Separate ntrance. Available 
Rooms for Rent Jan. 1, 1972. $135 per month. 
" Phone 635-2921 (P-82) 
Room for working man with Basement suite, unfurnished, 2 
Kitichen and livingroom bedrooms, w-w carpet, 
facilities. Close to town. Phone first)lace. Phone 635-6940 (P-~0) 
655-4294 or 5-7037. (STF) 
, 49 -  Homes fo r  Sa le  
THORNHILL MOTEL New house for sale. 3 bedrooms, 
& COFFEE SHOP family room, w-w Carpeting, 
Housekeeping Units fireplace, carport and 
Propane bottle filling basement. 4016 Benner St. One 
Pacific 66 Gas and Oil block off Halliwell Rd. May be 
Highway16 East (CTF) seen by contacting 635-5887 or 
inquire at 4004 Benner St. (CTF 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE (M,W,F) 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
residential area. 2812 Hall 4811 Waish for $12,9987 With all 
Street. Phone 635-2171 (CTF) those renovatiom? Impossible? 
Phone 635-3739 or 635-2875. (]~- 
68-69,70,72,73,74,75,77,78,79) 
Effective immediately Winter 
rate, sleeping rooms only. For Sale By Owner-3 bdrrn. 
Cedars Motel, Phone 5.2258.. house centrally located on Scott 
(CTF) Ave. Only 500 down. Will 
handle with B.C. Govt. second 
mortgage. Phone 5-3888 for 
further details. (P-81) 
FLYNN APTS. 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities 
available. Phone 635-6658. 
(CTF) 
Hillside Lodge 
4450 Little Ave. 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located, full 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
week or month. Non.drinkers 
only. PhOne 655-6611. (CTFI 
~WAY MOTEL 
REDUCED RATES 
S7 - Automobiles 
A single snowmobile trailer. 
65 .Acadian, V-8, automalle, 
needs onde repair. $~50 Phone 
635-3756,vr 635-3846 (P-81) 
'64 Studebaker automatic V-8 - 
Good 'condition-winterized-Best 
offer-Phone 635-4312. (C-81) 
SALVAGE 
I THOR Electric stove 
71 Ford Pickup 70 Datsun 
68 Mere Pickup 
Enquire Skeena Adjusters Ltd., 
4742 Lakelse Ave. 635-2255' 
(CTF) 
For Sale- 66 Meteor. Will accept 
best offer. Phone after 6 pm. 
635-442O. (CTF) 
i970Ford P~nger pickup. V-8, 4 
Speed. Asking $2695 Phone 635- 
5094(C-80) 
For ~ale - 1967 Rambler 
Ainbassador, 4 door sedan. P.S. 
& P.B. requires automatic 
transmission work. Selling as 
is. Phone 635-6595. (CTF) 
For Sale - 1964 GMC ½ ton 
pickup, 6 cyl. 3 speed std. Phone 
635-5021 after 5 p.m. (P-81) 
~8 - Tra i le rs  . . . . . .  
For Sale - 8 x 20 Nashua electric 
stove, fridge and heat~ Phone 
635-6595. (CTF) 
|% 
For Sale - Almost new 12 x 65 
General mobile home. 3 
bedrooms, utility room, carpet 
in livingroom and master 
bedroom., Winterized and 
skirted. Phone 635.7881 (C-81) 
1970 Doube Wide Knight trailer 
for sale. Size 20 x 48. Fully 
furnished and set up a C2 - 653 
Columbia. For appointment to 
view call Mrs. Hellmun at 632- 
6165 from 9 a .m.  to 5:3O p.m. 
and 632-7344 after 5:30 p.m,  
Priced to go $13,800. (C -6 )  
For Sale -12 x 51 Mobile home. 
Fully furnhised. :Priced- for 
quick sale. Phone 635-3221 (P- 
81) 
Mobile home for rental 
purchase. Phone 635-4043 (C-80) 
66-  LoaQs - 
MORTGAGE FUNDS 
AVAILABLE • 
Borrow Ul~ to$25,000  
APPLY 
ASSOCIATES REALTY 
CREDIT CO. LTD. 
Suite 3 - 4554 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635-6387 . .  
Lega l  
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of Charles Stephen 
ORTO deceased, late of 4638 - B, 
Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
• Creditors and others baying 
claims against the said estate 
51 - Bus iness  Locat ions are hereby required to send 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
Offices, heat and light Included. Burrard Street, Vancouver 1, 
Phone 635-3147 and 635.2312 (CTF) B.C., before, the 12th day of 
• ,,. . . . .  • ,'. January 19'/2, after which date 
52 - Wanted  to  Rent  the assets of the said Estate will 
be distributed, having regard o- 
Vancouver. couple requires 1- nly to claims that have been 
received. ' 
bedroom suite in Terrace from . . . .  ClintonW. Fnote, 
January tat.heated, cooking PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
facilities, preferably furnished. (C-69, 74, 7.9~ 84-3) 
Reply giving details to Box 
Number 713-The Herald. (C:gl) NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
. . . .  • . . . .  Young man; handy with tools, 
(CTF) . needs I bedroom -lace to live Estates of the following For Sale- 1971Kbwasaki~0 c¢ Monthly, weekly. . .e _. ' deceased' Robert MORRISON, 
~.  - , 60 h.p. 3 cyl. Ssp Transmission. One and two bedroom suites Can be in need or repair, close " 
| BerninaSewinl~Machlnes' Exceilentc~!dltlon. Phone635. Phone635-5405:"" (CTF) to.own. Seusiblyprieed._ Not ~lea:~ Su~Y'NB'C' ~:d e Ott~ 
l Sales & Service, ' '. ' 3635 (P-80)' . ' • over $100. Phone 635-6357 during ~ ~a,,om~m n e. ' , . 
I ,  ; " '~  ~ ' . '  47 - Horns  for .Rent workingF hours.. Aak for Dong. ~'~Credito~rs an'd" others having 
~ E ~  e?~TT: :  3,,,..Fo~:$ale.. MISC! •.. , ~ (ST) '. • ..;, :. claimsagainst the saidtoestates 
11i . . . . .  , • he .by   =ed sea° 
'4623 Lakels . • . I I~o,,~he ,clothes • dryer, ~..100 1+ 2 &*3 bedroom deluxe sul s. Young man requires I bedroom them .duly' v~'ified,, to"the 
|(CTF) ; ..' '. l --tme'd teiiks 'and Regulator, Sco[t Ave. Ter race . .  house, apt;"or cabin for Jan. zo PUBLIC~ TRUSTEE; ::. 635 
&- . -: . . . . . . .  ~ ,  ' ' tt~q~ mn, thk,'aub ,, ' . i~  'or Heated Swimming pool for - or 251or . . . . . .  minimum of 1year_ - Burrard! Street, . . . . .  Vancouver 1,' 
• • vx~,x~uu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~--= "- -nts ' L Prefer within 5 miles ot u,v.  B C ,before the 26th day of . . . . .  . " ' .OFFERS,.~Phone 5-~979, (P-79) tens . . . 
. . . .  ~ F _ . . . .  - - . . . .  .~ . . . .  i, , . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone 5-5224 (CT)  Vocational School, I t '  doesn't January, 1972, after Which date 
tampers s, Traners. ~ *pe i . . . . . .  : " . " need* to be  fancy, just;warm; the asseis of the said estates 
month. '~ ":r . :' ~' . . . . .  "' " Handearved wallets and.purses -: : ' ens and Reasonable r nt Approx 
FAMCOReereationalSales~416 I ~.~..~,^ Genuine T~ather " ' Cedar G, r°veGard - . ""^ "'- i 'e to Ted H0v~itt ~ will be rdistributed, :having 
Hy. 16 W, Terrace. Formerly [ . BEAUTIFUL ~' : ~ Rownonsea - II00 sq. tt. plus ~ wr t . . , regard 0nly to claims that have 
Terra Mobile Homes. (C . . . .  ] Phone ~3 (STF) '  • ~ ' ' bane/sent, All have 3 West.4th St., Norm vancouver, been ~ce|ved,' . . . . .  
"oh,,,~,r~ni~'~ . . . .  : I .'. ' . bedroomsi..~1½ bathrooms, B.C(C-65) :*';:~ . I L ' ' '  " ' ' ' I " ' L , ' ' J* ' ~' ' " " " ~ ' : " 
" ' ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " * ' " ' ; ' / '  . . . .  ~ ' : ,  CLINTON W. FOOTE 
. . . . . .  ' It E ; wae~ersfrldge andstove..and~drye TMS°meand havehaVe 57 .  A0tomobi les  : : : l .  ; ,I~ ..... PUBLIC TRUsTEE 
l : M O R T I I A I I E  M O N E Y  A V A I L I  L i . . . .  " " ~  f e J ' '  I I . .  i ' , : .  , I I ~ I 1 I ~ ~ ~7~, . ;~)  " " : ' I I " 
I , nE6TCONSOLIDATION ePROPERTY IMPROVEMENT;| playground for chlldren. $190 . ForSale::i970FDrdTorin0GT [i ~ i~ . " : ~/ ' ,  
[ ,  ~OME PORCHASE. : /  • ,  ~tW OT,~R PURPOSE - . ; l  I ~i'requUed. :Apply Mrs: a~ [ ::0p0, co. act.,.o h 0a;, c =oes i ,:: , ;  | l p, .  o.,,I.:*mStr6ume I W'autom,ti , power  tse g ' ;  = ._,,_, ,, 
. . . . .  t lmtl n , ~ F ' . . . . . . . .  ~V ~ t ' ' ' '  . . . .  1' and power' disc-brakes; :: e~r  I : ' u~bY~,wu ~s .. ,. 
I . .. , .  up to 20 year smor . ° ' ' ;  ,~ ; , , I  [ . :7! ::'; ...... .,, ::.,-. ...... , '-, . , :  .. window def0gger. Radio, $3;~000., ::,~:]n..~..]~. ,, the...SLOW '0z~ ~,  
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Abor t ion  yes  or  no  
That a woman should have 
the right to do what she wishes 
with her body, is the general 
feeling among women today. 
Abortion is a heated subject'in 
many circles. Who is to' say 
whether asix week old fetus is a 
human being or not. Here is the 
view of one woman doctor. 
Is the dsstruetin'of a human 
fetus in the mother's womb a 
qualified murder? Up to  the 
beginning of this century, 
philosophers & scientists were 
very .vague in regard, to this 
matter. In order to answer this 
question' eorreetly, it is 
necessary to know at what 
precise moment, after 
conception, that human life 
begins. The answer to this basle 
question lies in the Science of 
Cellular Biology and Genetics. 
In both these areas, spectacular 
progress has been made in the 
last decade. In the past 15 
years, many scientiftc 
laboratories have brought out 
the mechanism of life and 
cellular reproduction in 
general, and in the human being 
in particular. While, at 
Harvard, they were discovering 
the structure 0f.desoxyrib- 
b0nue.leic acid, that 
revolutionized tradit ional 
cytology, researchers from 
Toronto and Winnipeg were 
making important discoveries 
about the mechanism of 
hereditary transmission. Thus, 
by corollary, we have been 
shown the perfect continuity of 
the development of the human 
being from the initial cell which 
will multiply itself up to sixty 
billion times in twenty ears to 
form an adult. Also genetics 
has proven that the initial ceil 
contains the complete plan or  
"blueprint" of the man or  
woman it will become, having in 
it_from the ver_y beginning more 
than 150,000 specifications 
codified on the gene' of 
chromosomes. It is thus that 
the resultant man or ~ woman 
will be dist inct-  and 
differentiated from 3 billion 
other human beings ,on the 
planet. Whore then does human 
life begin? To be specific, in the 
first initial cell of the embryo. 
Therefore, i f  human life 
begins in the embryo, where do 
it's rights .begin? . l~ ic  or 
simple common sense tells us, 
the same place that conception 
has taken place. 
It's deplorable to see a Civil 
Code that does not acknowledge 
a child's civic rights until he is 
bern. Such a mentality is, to 
say the least, mediaeval. Even 
" more revolting is this 
"Women's  L iberat ion  
movement", which teaches that 
a woman has an absolute right 
over herself physically and that 
by consequence, in case of 
weg~ancy she can be aborted 
at any.time she so desires. Let 
us immediately say that neither 
women or men are in absolute 
authority over their person: 
thus no one has the right to 
commit suicide; on the other 
hand, everyone has not only the 
right, but also the duty to 
maintain their health. 
Furthermore, ff a woman has 
a certain right over her person, 
is it necessary to remind her 
that she does not have the same 
rights ever the body of the child 
that lives in her womb. It is not 
her body, beth physically and 
biolugicaUy it differs from hers. 
The only right Nature gives the 
Mother over • her child, is 
the-right'to protect it against 
the "folly of the Century. This is 
one of the main reasons it is in 
her womb. Have you ever 
beard of a Mother Swallow 
inviting asquirrel for a"snack" 
made of the eggs she just laid, 
so as not to have the trouble of 
hatching them? 
However, that. may be, if 
society refuses the .right to 
punish by death acriminal such 
as Paul Rose; with which I 
personally agree, why should 
this same society have the right 
to put todeath thousands and 
thousands .of children by 
permitting their murder in the 
Mother's womb; and this for the 
most futile and fleeting of 
motives. 
Let us not delude ourselves: a 
voluntary abortion which is 
premeditated, planned, and 
perpetrated is a qualified 
murder. 
As for the advocates of this 
new modem massacre of"Holy 
Innocents" I will reciprocate 
with the slightly altered phrase 
of the celebrated poet Peloquin: 
"Vous etes pas tunnes de fake 
mourir 'los autres' bunde de 
eaves!" (Aren't you tired of 
haviug 'others' killed, foils of 
you! )
Therese Mar,el Juirns, M.D. 
..Stuffed Dates: Slowly .add 
four cups of confectioners" 
sugar to two-thirds cup sweet 
condensed milk, blending well. 
Mix in. V4 toP. salt and 1½ top. 
vauilla • and 1,4 tap. almond 
extract. Sprinkle ½ cup sugar 
on a board and knead the 
fondant until smooth and 
creamy, working in the sugar. 
Wrap in foil and let nit in the 
fridge for a day. Then stuff 1½ 
Ibs. whole pi~ed dates and top . 
them with walnut halves. This 
mixture wi l l 'make enough 
fondant to fill7 to 8 dozen dates. 
Possum coming to British Columbia 
Terrace area residents who 
suffer., severe physical 
" disabilities may,look forward to 
the performing of many 
household and commercial 
tasks through the aid of a 
unique lectronic device known 
as PGSSUM. 
The unit, "patient-operated 
selector mechauism"/enablen a 
disabled person to exercise 
remote control over a variety of 
electrical devices in the home- 
such as bell and buzzer alarm 
system, light, heat, radio, 
television (with channel 
change), intercom, door3-1ock 
"and telephone. 
Control systems are also 
produced to operate com- 
mercial devices uch as electrie 
typewriter, calculating or 
dictating machine and tape 
recorder. 
POSSUM, as yet unavailable 
in British Columbia, is the 
product of a British non-profit 
research team which took part 
in a recent demonstration i  
Vancouver under the auspices 
of the Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation of British Colum- 
bia. 
The selector is comprised of a 
central unit into which the 
control devices are plugged 
through a miCro-switch or, 
alternatively, for the severely 
ban _ : ~dicapped, a p~ieumatic ube. 
An illuminted indicator.board 
lists the control devices. 
~'o perate the umt and select, 
any desired function simply 
requires continuous depression 
of the micro-switch or con- 
tinuous suction on the 
pneumatic tube. Such action 
will cause awhite light to travel 
slowly around the indicator. 
board and, at the same time, an 
audible clicking will be heard 
from the control unit. 
When the desired function has 
been reached hy the white light, 
releasing the pressure on the 
miero-switch (or suction on the 
tube) will cause the desired 
device to be turned on-and the 
indicator .will~,change. f rom 
green, to; rec~ "~ confirming this. 
The audible clicking allows a 
patient with severely impaired 
vision to operate the unit by 
counting the clicks, each click 
corresponding to a socket 
outlet. 
Kinsmen Rehabi l i tat ion 
Foundation president,• Fred 
King, said plans are being 
studied to bring a sample unit, 
costing some $1,000, to British 
Columbia for evaluation. 
Come To 
Mountain Shadows Motel 
IN STEWART 
WE OFFER 
+KITCHENETTE 
+WALL TO WALL CARPETS 
+T.V . . . .  : . - 
+ DOWNTOWNAREA 
IN TERRACE 635-7711 
Call  B r ian  or  Diane Russell ~ . : :  
IN STEWART 6~.2554 '~.": 
The Hera ld  
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' _/i ~ ; W~TE YOUe,~O SE~OW ~ WO~ TO A~SP^Ce , i / , : i  
COST APPEARS TO RIGHT OF  LAST WQ~3/  :-. ' /~' ; ~ :;.:~ 
Mailnowto The Herald, P.O. Box 399, Terrace. ""'-' ~: ",!i/':i.i:~:~: 
: ! :~P le~se! ro ,  my ad for ..... day in t l~  !Herald UnderS:: 
• : :.; : clbssiflcation ..... lenclose ..... in full paymeM. ~ ::~i.:,'~i~ 
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THE HERALD, ~ERRACE - KITIMAT, B.C. 
SALE PR ICE 
DRESS SHIRTS 
By Arrow-from the Kent Collection. Double 
button cuffs, long point collar, fancy pattern, 
sizes 14V~.16V~. Regular Price 10.00 
SALE PRICE 
the  ........... ' . . . .  
" U SHOP',,   
! KITIMAT 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday,  AVE 
December 16, 17, 18 ~ fo r  
erma press, flares, zipper. Assorted colours, Seamless stretch, beige, cup,do, palm,. Sizes S- BOYS UK 
WILL  JEANS PA f~ IKL5  T. p NTYHu5 E SHIRTS  
sizes 28-36.: Regular Price 6.98 4.ee M-L .  Regular Price .79 
SALE PRICE 4/2;44 
ELECTRIC  RAZOR 
Phillshave standard 2 blade shaver.. Regular 
Price 21.95 
7,99 SALE PRICE 16,99 
~ JANTZEN SWEATERS BRUT G IFT  SET Long and short sleeve, plaque O Flight set for men. Lotion and after shave 
front or V-necks. SALE PRICE 25 ~off Regu,ar Price 6.00 
SALE PRICE 
~MEN'S  REGULAR DRESS SLACKS 
,~ Soiid shades and stripes, broken size ranges. WATCHES 
Regular Price 15.95-17.95 1 *) O~ • Gruen precision watches. Ladies or men's 
SALE PRICE g lr...l~lB expansion bracelet, various styles. Regular 
price 45.00-87.95 
BOY'S  PLA ID  JACKETS SALE PRICE 
Red check wool. Sizes 8-16. 
~ ,99  P ICTURE FRAMES 
Wooden pidure frames wlth your choic(~ of 
picture. Size 8 x 10. 
Turtle neck long sleeves, cotton knlt, assorted 
colours. Broken sizes 8-14. Our Regular Price 
1.98 
SALE PRICE 
G IRLS  B IB  OVERALLS  
Easy care corduroy, stove pipe leg. Broken sizes 
4.6x. OUr Regular Price 4.98 
SALE PRICE 
4.88 
% off 
i ' ,  
PAGE 8 
JUVENILE  P ICTURE• PUZZLE 
Regular Price .79 
SALE PRICE 
1.29  8 PIECE TEA SET 
Regular Price 1.19 
SALE PRICE 
V= prioo 
TODDLER G IRLS  AND BOYS PANT 
SETS 
Perma press fabric for girls, coffon knit for boys, 
flareleg. Sizes 2-3x. 
Our Regular Prlce 3.98.5.98 
SALE PR,CE 2,49-3,49 
GIRLS  JUMPERS 
Corduroy, and bonded acrylic, assorted styles 
and colours. Broken sizes 4-6x. Our Regular 
/ 
HOCKEY GAMES ' 
SALE PRICE • ' • 
SCRABBLE CROSSWOR D GAME 
Regular Price $.98 
SALE PRICE 
NUT BOWL AND TooLs  
Wooden bowl with holder Inside to hold tools 
upright. 
Regular Price 6.90 
SALE PRICE 
,a  
.99 
4,98 
6,99 
~ SALE PRICE Price 2.99.4,90 F ILTRO BUFFETSTYLE  ELECTRIC  
BOY'S DRESS PANTS SALE PRICE ~ prioe COOKER 
Avocada,'flame. Regular Price 24.95 Assorted styles. SALE PR'CE 1.29 GIRLS LEOTARDS SALE PR,CE 17.77 
SALE PRICE I~ off 100 per cent stretch nylon, ribbed, large fit. ; 
BnV,C cu ,o~-e  CHILDRENS CORDUROY SL IPPERS Gold, white, navy, sizes 10 1212 14 B . . . . . .  ~ . ;  - - . Our Regular AYCREST INTERIOR CA Lonn sleeve fa . . . . .  2.. .  . . . . . . . . . . .  Redorblue, sizesS.3. Regular Price2.00 . . . _  Price 2.50 dm- -  tMADJUlI=DC R 
tp ,  o , .-'..1 •pu , .  ~ , , r .=  5,zes U-lO SALE PRICE 1 .4 '  SALE PRICE | lOU SA"nL'E;~I'CE 8188 
Regular Price 3 00 ' G IRLS  TA ILORED •BLOUSES " K IDDIES  SNOW SHOVELS 
~, SALE PR,CE 1.98 PAiRd TYilvSANDL ES Re ular Price 6.90 sS~t r~;te:/n~Ve~a inW~tohl:uies p-er m a press' ass° rted Steel blade with wooden handle and lasflc D 
LADIES  RAZOR SALE PRICE g 4 .99  P • rokenslzesB.14. Our P 
vPhoi~ip~L:dY~e%Vu~::~r~:;e?~yadiustedto 110 __  _ Regular Price 2.29-2.79 11 Qa  11 =IA han, d le~,.R.egular Price .98 " =W~' 
 ooo 
_ • g rice .99 . !~  TODDLERS 2 P IECE eM,.,,,,,,,,,... , . le. Assol'tedcolours, 60 wide E PRICE : 44 .00  
v~ 5ALE PRICE I l l  Pile lacket with hood .~,~l,, Iw~ul/ Regular Price " . : ' 
~"  - - - - -  s ,~-* '- . . . . . . . . .  -, qulltedllned, waterproof printed 7.90 lain ELECTRIC  KETTLE  
ATTACHE CASES " lk!pa . . . . . . . . .  n~,zes z-~x. uur Regular Price SALE PR'CE 5 .48  P 5.49 3 .A J  ~ Regular Price 6 . ,  " • 41 , ,  I 
~T~ ~ooo.qum,y attache cases by Dionite. Black SALE a i r= '1 ~ l t  vv  SALE PRICE q ,~ ; 
Z]~ I~egular P'rice 7.95 " . .  ,=_ P . . . . .  ,my,  TOSS CUSHIONS ! 
~ :A ;cRRE: ;  BATH SALT  ' ' ' '  GC~Slt~L'STb.JdUedMo fuaPrE!Sss°r ted st yles and c°lou rs' • ~/?~Es~n~Rf~rl~:u:°;e:U~:?d' in br igh t gay 2 ,99  ~tI~AD! E ~¢~eBcPe~OU! ~Sn~ °nl ~s"  Wh~lt ? ~ i 
~J~ Refreshlngandwatersoftening. Lavender, pine, SALE PRi'CE gular Price 3.98-6.98 I~  I l l~  p"DM'~* ,~=, - r  . . . .  e . . . . .  c01ours-_broken sizes. Regular Price tO 13.98 I 
app e blossom, 14 oz R~nular Price 1 nn ,~=~ ~ v . .  "= ..... ~ ,~.~N~ r 'K l=:)~ /AUL . r .  " 5ALl= PRIC " SALE PRIC . . . . . . . . .  E 6 ,991  IB  E .11  CLOTH i 
~,; . . . . .  TODDLE RS, SNOWSU IT, SKI PANT © Made by Leacock. 80 per cent rayon 20 per cent BLOUSES • .~ 
H.B..¢. HAl R SPRAy (~e piece zipper front, and zipper on legs, som; polyester, machine washable and machine dry. . Wash and wear coffon blend. Assorted st lee 
~aL : ,d  hard to hold ee  with waterproof fabric. Broken 2-3x Our Go!a, green, oysTer, white. Size 52x70. Regular ~ . ; ,  an. COlOUrS, long sleeve Plalns and p~ts  ~ ' ~J~ 
o~-= r'R,~.t= .OO Regular Price 5 00.12.00 " " I~  - - - - ' - - - -  Pr,ce 10.98 SALE PR ICE ~a-~ ~t~.k_en sizes.' Regular Price to 7.00 • A AA 
~GUITARS SALE PRICE Z Frll;U P ILLOW E PRICE ~E,~II ;a~a 
~_sto~.Rl?gular Price 35.00 G IRLS  SKI  JACKETS . B~u:~d :;dornCeASESf:ny gift. Made of good LHAphlESeJfEaArNS t 
28 .88  Three different st . . . . . . .  q Y ent co,oured borderand , - P .  gg - . Navy only. Sizes 8-10 Our • 
.= . . . . . .  yes TO ChOOSe ;ram, all nylon embroidery. Regular Price 3 50 Kegular Price 7.00 
B IOLAN BATH OILS ~:~;;e11~,5~Sl.3 Broken sizes 7-14. Our Regular SALE PRICE " ' 2 ,78  SALE PRICE 4 ,99  
~:)p : :  b~ssom and pine scented, 32oz. Regular ---- SALE ~R;C?  20% off "cLuE" . . . ,== =, ,  . , . , ;o  , ,  
SALE PRICE Detective game. , - , . . , ,~  ,.11~1 rPu l /= l  
• 77  G IRLS  FASHI  . . . . . . . .  SAL . . . . . .  i ~ ~O Heavyweight stretch nylon. Assorted colours, 
~¢ B IOLAN PROD . . . . . .  1 . . . .  .~nl . I~AN/  , ,- r-~,.,- . ~;.OO broken sizes. Regular Price to 22.00 
#~ ut . /b  w per cent oonoeo Acrylic, in gay assorted PLAST , r  =n,nn n~,m SALE PRICE 9 .99  
Wonder curl creme rinse, Egg and Castile plaids. Broke, sizes7-14. Our Regular Pri¢e 4 90 ~ aa-  _ . ,~,.,a~.=.=. uv&=RS 
sna, m po~.32oz. Regular Price .99 " !~ SALE PRICE ' &mOO ~ar , r ,~ce  i.z~ LADLES DOUBLE KNIT  . 
• a ~, , , .=  r~, .= _ , ,  . . . .  ~ ,~.= .~.~ . . . .  . .. BLAZERS 
• ' "== I~~~=I~t~KD~tlI~t~.~rd~!BIKI~I/~I~IL~I{. . . ~ , -  nnacnlne wasnal01e.single breasted, 2 patc h 
LURE DUST OH DE LONDON ~ I~ - - __  _ • ~ ' ~ L ~ l l f ~ l ~ L ~ m l ~ l ~ = ~ ~ l i ~ ~ = ~ U ~  pockets; Na.vy, black, maroon. Sizes 10-18. Our 
~ardley perfumed talc Kegumr t'nce 19 98 
Regular Pr lce l . lS  ,a t t ract ive ly  boxed. - - - -  ONE HOUR T M# ¢p r r r c  o,oom 
~_ sale price ,SS  LADIES  WESTERN SHIRTS  
NECKLACE 'S  AND B D^r~: tm'Pse  ~ Assorted plains and pafferned. Sizes.32.38. Our 
~r.~ Sdver and gold, attradlvely boxed, Regular . SA,= , , , , -~  " • ~) IBa I~1/~ "~ '~ ' - '=u  ~ Regular Price 4 98 . 
S~'~.~ 21;0~;~0 2~%of f  ~ CASHMERE T ISSUE SCOTCH TAPE ~! . . . . . . .  
~ Four roll pack. Pink, yellow, white. Regular ' 3rollseachV="xl~ . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ~( L..A_U_IE5 DOUBLE BREASTED 
" SALE PRICE . . . . .  ~ju,ar ~'lce.w -68  ]~ BLAZER STYLE  SWEATER 
BAY BATH OIL  ~ l l~  "~SRICE ' 144  W 100 percent Acrylic, hand washable. Red with 
Floral, pine, lilac, rose scented 33 oz Regular ~ RAP AND B ' ' white trim-navy with white trim. Sizes S-M- 
~,~;:,:9 1,00  ~ PHAnNeTYbe HOSE. -. Christmas wrap, O~WbSows per pkge Regular . . . .  ~ . .OUr  Regular Price 9.99 L ,  . . , i '  
IR ., ge, aaKar, blzes S-M-L.XL. Regular Price .88 • " ,' SA;'E PR,CE ,11 i SALE PRICE • le l l  
.~COLOGNE OH DE LONDON ~ SPrAI~ II~ICE 2/1188 BOYS DRESS PANT ' l  LADLES R IB  KNIT  sH IRTs  , 
sYa~;dpleYc:pray Mist. Regular Price 3.50 2 ,6  ~ ! - - . '  . . . . .  : _  Flare leg...,, permanent press, half bo'xer'walst . 100 percent Acrylic. Long point collar-zipper 
- v if UIKL:~ KNIT  PANT TOP ~rsTquallty. urey, olue, orown. Sizes 4-5.6.6x. ~ ~ front. Long sleeves. Navy, maroon, brown. 
WIZARD A IR  FRESHEHER • j( Long sleeves; polyester and coffon, assorted uur Regular Price ,1.50 SALE PlaICE 110  D ~, ~lzes S-M.L. Our Regular PHce 4.00 ~ A- -  VJ," 
~.~ Use in any room or closet Re-ularPrir~, ;o - -  ~ fashion co our prints Red, nurnle , , -  =-,.^ ' 5ALE PRICE , ~ .  . . . . . . . . . .  "' ~, . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . .  ",, . . . . .  t.i.k . . . . . .  BOYS T -SHIRTS  | • . . ~11111 . o~-,- r'Ku~.~- n ,~t~== o-t4. uur Regular Price 3 98 ' " " 
~ I~ SALE PRICE ' ! s  AA  Long sleeves, exclusive knit, pocket, affract ve ~ LADLES P ILE  DUSTERS 
~"  stripe on collar Red, Brown el 100 r a ~t, COLOR FANCY STAT IONERY ! . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  Sizes 46x - '~" ' • - • ' y low, navy. . ~ . .pe cent orlon y~ sleeves, assorted cofours, 
4 assorted colours Regular Price 1 2 ~ __  | NtI=N :> :~HIRTS - . uur Keguiar t'r0ce 1.29 ' OroKen sues of SM L Our R u 
; t  SALE PR,CE ' "  .nn  ! Assorted. Mainly short sleeve. . ' SALE PR'CE . .79  ~ , 15.0o . . . .  eg ,ar Price to . = - _  
. . . . : . ,  . ,wv ~ SALE PRICE " 111 MEN'S  DRESS GLOVES . ' ~ ..SALE RR'ICE ' : , g .~ ~ i 
e~; ru=.~ ~WORK SOCKS Cotton and wool double knlt, vlnylpalm. Limit2 IR LADLES WINTE ' ~ , 
"~ ~:i;~i:tr~fcda2t;Ektachr°mefilmEXI26 168  i ~Lt~'l~ta?g~rdslze L lmlt3percust°mer'  3 '1100 M:.sioliriS01S~iiRTShortslee v ,SALE PRICE .77  ~ r~r~!;lii~!i;:kwAs;:~C~A~rsoCS:a:n:(~:mzmldlrla~;d , • 
, NUT CRACKER SET' _ e sport and dress ,I aa  ~ SAC . . . . . .  " ranges. 1 /  ~;~, ~ 
! " " U :BL iC:s''L OZc  ' ' ' ; : ; i  " ' "  | 
• SL IM J I  " ~ . Brown and god, broken size ~;a ~.SALE  PRICE 2 .44  Battery operated. ~Sultable for cutting paper and ' . . . .  M .OLTOMAN KNIT  " . = R~aular Price 2o 9n , nge. 
dressmaterlals Takes2sizeC fl Ntacnlne was,able r bbed -" " " I~  ' , ' W • ba erles 24 • knlf-.Ideal for hot -'. ~J SAIl= a~at-= " 'JJ~ aa  
~[# MEXICAN HANDBAGS ~ ~ly.one per customer. Regular Price'3.98 • ~A ' ..l~n~,. lounge.and sportswear.. Blue; gold, • : ~.: _ _ - - - . - - , " ' _ -  I l eeU~ ~1~, i
,~  i~Lit;R~lic;e s~v;;.~/sgles' Regu laLPr l ce . .  r l ' ,  5ALE PRICE _ ~ 61"  ,~"p~ E~' 'ncnes woae ~cegunar 7Ice 3 'e ' 1080~ - ~rRe As~s :aPhid ;Wz ~M,I~t~::t J~CK:T~a~r~ Ic e~t.: ;  ~ ,  
~ " " I ' ~ z¢= e8 | SAIdRDAY He 2:30 p,m, | ; 4De 
J~, PAUL IN 'S  HOME STY '= t L IFE  SAVERS " • MEN'S  LEATHER JACKE?S"  . i~  
• v CHOCOL, , , , .  " "  ! Five re'- . . . .  - . . :_ MEN'S  SLACKS • ~ ' i .All our'rema n ng stoekof k~ather ' ' 
~P~ P~/r .  ~ . ,as TO one pKge. Regular Price •.~ per ' ' , Assorted casual fanc s . • ackets oesl "• . .Cey.lons.peanut buffer crisp peppermint patties '" pKge . . . .  , " Y . . . .  • , i g SALE PRICE 20%,  Of f  , 
Dark cnocolates. One p0und - i  ,A  l SALE PRICE ' ' ' ~ / .~1  SALE PRICE ~ " • : :  : :~ 2mH I MI=M,,(= lu l= i - r~ IAPI/mqP' ' ' " ' 
Ui~ SALE PR . . . . . . . .  ' ; .... ' . . . .  , '  . . . . . . . .  -,,-,-', vu~ e~,~.=w ' • . . . . . .  iCE  I = ~  I  i 4 I N " 4 F "4 n i ,  . n , ,  F . . . .  k t'
' . , , , , .~ KEY  TABS. .  , ,, . MAKE,  ITSNOW , , , '~;: ,~-, , ,  , • EA  ' i REmbullaa~oned Kltlmat",redandblue, slze36.44, ~ • ~:  ~ 
CI ID 'HATe " ' i~ w0oeananarrowruled. RegularPrlce 89each .. , ~_  Whi;e, lOoz.spraytln. RegularPr jce.7~.:  eU~ i : t  eg Pr1¢e21.96 , . . . .  , ' 1 /  ' _u~ 
v~ .~t~n; .n ,~ .. _ _ , , . g ,SALE PR ICE .  ' " ~ i m~ SALE PRICE ~ / . . . .  ,~"  , ~ SALE pRICE , ' r n n ' k " " ' F . . . . .  I l l  , O ~  I ~ :  ' d 
~ ~.;'8": .... ~':wm'e'grey:'Dr0wn'• "egu! ' rpr !ce  A . A  i EARMUFFS " ' ' I~ ;  ' I "  " h ~ OO L '" ~ I F + " "~ ' ' ' "  ' L r' ' " ' '  d k ' '  i d' ~ ' ' '  ' '4 I I ' I  ~ ~ ~ ' S  ' LORE SS  L P ~  NTs ' l ' /~4k  " ' ' : ' ' ' 4  ~ ' I 
~i :  ~L I{ I{}~, J~)RL I  i~Lomui l i l l i  . .  • .  :. 3o! i  611~ Oondtu IBiimnl-Onll 0,12,2118 Tol l  Fred zon~ 118io, ,••, • : •,. , . , . -••i• :~7~::>:~ • ,~ , ,  •~ ,: , ,  ~,-::~ 
" " t ' i 'n , ~ ' ~ f i r  ' F ~ ' i I ' " n ' ' . . . .  ' ~ ' ' ~ " I ' n n " ' ' i ~ i n ' ' n t i In ' / "n i " i" d l "  Id' i, ', where  ~ho m ' ..... . . .  N~O PORATED, MAY 11170 ' PP  g 
t~/ i  ' ~•  :; ., 8ton Noirll TNO|. Wed. Tknr,,•$al.t••,|..110,. 6=00: ,Fd,,:~:|~g- |~  • :• : • : :  ]B•a P leasure  • • :  • .:•i ;• 
